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ACCESSING THE REPORTS 
 
 

 
 
To access ExecuTrax reports, select Discovery from the main ExecuTrax menu and 
click Research.  
 

 
Once you have selected Research, you can now select the Report feature to view the 
variety of reports available to run. You can run reports on all records of your 
database or a segment through the use of filters. 
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PRINTER OPTIONS 
 
 

 
 
Once you have created one of the many reports in ExecuTrax, there will be five 
printer options available. 

 

Each of the options is described in more detail below: 

• Preview - shows you a Preview of the selected report on your screen. 

• Print - prints the report to the designated printer within ExecuTrax. 

• Print to File - saves the file in a database format to the specified location. 

• Printer Setup - allows you to change your printer settings such as the 
designated printer for ExecuTrax and style options for reports. 

• Archives - creates a PDF of this report that is stored under the 
Discovery/Report Archives section. 

• Close - returns to the filter Editor screen. 
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Print Options 
• Filter conditions cover page - provides a separate page of all filter 

statements in use. This option is only applicable for Print and Archive, not 
for Preview. 

• Report description cover page - creates a separate page with a table as to 
how each number is calculated; this is helpful in understanding the 
information on reports. Only applicable for Print and Archive, not for 
Preview. 

• Range - define the exact page ranges of the report you want to print, if all 
pages are not desired. This only applies when printing. 

 
ReportPro Options  

• Report Description - the name you want given to this report in the 
automated report processor listing. This should be the report name and 
any other identifying information, such as the nature of a filter in place if 
appropriate. 

• Group Existing - Add Report to an existing Group for ReportPro. 

• Group New - Create a new Report Group for ReportPro. 

• Archive Group/New Group - to have a PDF (Adobe compatible) file 
generated, select an existing or new group name for archiving. 

• File - Use this option to have a DBF of your file created; using the Browse 
button to place the file to a drive and directory of your choice. 

• Printer - Have this report printed directly to the printer. 

• Include Filter - allows you to include the current filter condition with the 
Report as it is added to ReportPro (the filter needs to be saved). 

• Add to ReportPro - will automatically take your settings and add the 
report to ReportPro. 
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SUMMARY REPORTS 
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Account Services Summary 

This is a great report to understand service penetration by households and verify 
how much these services contribute to the bottom line. Furthermore, you can run 
this report based on a filter and quickly get an understanding of the services this 
segment has. This report displays both Account and Household Level information. 
For any manual service flags added on the Household Level, you will want to run 
this report on the Household Level to properly reflect your changes. Account Service 
Summary Report Description 
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Account Services Summary Description 

Number of Accounts: The total number of accounts attached to the specific service. 

% of Accounts: The number of accounts who have the particular service divided by 
the total number of accounts in the system. 

Number of Households: The total number of households who have the service. 

% of Households: The number of services divided by the total number of 
households in the system. 

Net Non-Interest Income/Expense Per Account: The cost per service. 

Net Non-Interest Income/Expense $ Total: The total per service cost of the specified 
service multiplied by the number of accounts with the service. 
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Balancing Summary 

The Balancing Summary Report displays the account types showing the number and 
total balance of accounts as well as the weighted average rate and total noninterest 
income and non-interest expense, as well as average non-interest income and 
expense for each. The account type is categorized into products and totals are 
provided for the product categories as well as the overall deposits, loans, and 
services, if applicable. 

The Balancing Summary Report is primarily used to assist in verifying the 
information imported into ExecuTrax when compared to a general ledger or trial 
balance. It is important to ensure the accuracy of ExecuTrax’ data and this report 
can help simplify that process. By comparing the number of accounts, balance, and 
rates to information from other reports from your host system, you can feel 
confident the information within ExecuTrax is correct. 

The non-interest income and non-interest expense totals will also help you in 
assuring accuracy within ExecuTrax. By analyzing these figures, you can determine 
whether or not the appropriate amount of each is applied to the accounts. These 
values can be tweaked within ExecuTrax; however, you will want to ensure that the 
overall numbers are valid. Furthermore, you can quickly determine if some numbers 
did not get entered since the balance may be 0. The averages will give you a good 
understanding of what each type code contributes to income and how much each 
account costs. 
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Balancing Summary Report Description 

Account Type Code & Description: The account type code and corresponding 
description setup for your organization determined during the import. These can be 
modified under the look-up table. 

Number of Accounts: The total number of accounts for each account type and 
totaled for each product category. 

Balance of Accounts: The total balance for all accounts within that account type and 
totaled for each product category. The type of balance displayed (i.e., current, 
original, or average) is selected when creating the report. 

Weighted Average Rate: Total interest paid or earned for the accounts divided by 
the total balance of the accounts, (where interest is rate * balance). 

Average Non-Interest Income: The Total Non-Interest Income balance of all 
accounts divided by the total sum of accounts for the account type. 

Total Non-Interest Income: The total dollars earned other than margin for the 
distribution segment’s accounts. This amount could be an imported field (i.e., 
service charges paid YTD), a value from the Modified Peer Data, or based on your 
own proprietary data. 

Average Non-Interest Expense: The Total Non-Interest Expense balance for all 
accounts divided by the total sum for all accounts for the account type. 

Total Non-Interest Expense: The total cost of those accounts other than interest 
expense, including all costs to open and maintain accounts for 1 year. This value is 
calculated during the Setup of ExecuTrax from the Modified Peer Data, or your own 
proprietary values. 
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Breakeven Summary 

The Breakeven Summary Report enables you to group by either account type or 
product categories to determine the number and total balance of accounts, the 
average and median balances, and breakeven balance for each. The breakeven 
balance is the balance at which the account type or product typically stops being 
unprofitable and begins being profitable.  

The Breakeven Summary Report is essential in helping you understand and analyze 
your account and product profitability. The report will identify the effects of balance 
and its role in overall profitability. This information is critical in pricing your product 
line. Also, if you need to know the typical balance of an account type or product, the 
median balance on this report is a good determiner.  

This report can be a very useful tool for re-pricing strategies. It may be used as a 
guide to determine break point (or tiers) for service charges or interest rate 
incentives. Setting account tier levels above and below the breakeven balance point 
will encourage higher balances and generate fees, which will equate to increased 
profits. Another important use of this report is to determine the balance required 
for marketing promotions. Requiring the promotional balances to meet the 
breakeven balance will help insure the profitability of new accounts generated as a 
result of the promotion, therefore having an overall profitable promotion. It is 
critical to ensure that marketing promotions generate profits in order to positively 
impact the institution’s bottom line. 
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Breakeven Summary Report Description 
 

Number of Accounts: The total number of accounts by account type or product 
category within this segment. This selection is made prior to creating the report. 

Balance of Accounts: The total account balance for all accounts within the segment. 
The type of balance displayed (i.e., current, original, average) is selected when 
creating the report. 

Average Balance: The total balance of the accounts divided by the number of 
accounts. 

Median Balance: A better indicator than average balance of a typical account 
balance. This is determined by selecting the balance that is the exact middle after all 
of the accounts are lined up smallest to largest. 

Breakeven Balance: The balance of an account that is the point of profitability being 
zero. All accounts below this point are negative in profitability and all accounts 
above this balance are profitable. Breakeven is when the total profit (account 
balance multiplied by the spread plus non-interest income minus noninterest 
expense) is equal to 0. 

Accounts Above Breakeven: The number of accounts that have a balance higher 
than the breakeven. 

Accounts Below Breakeven: The number of accounts that have a balance lower than 
the breakeven balance. 

 

TIP! If you have Breakeven Balances of “N/P”, your NII is exceeding your NIE or you 
have a negative margin. 
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Data Integrity Analysis 

This report summarizes critical fields that evaluate the data you are importing. If 
you have any data issues, this report is a helpful tool to use to narrow down 
inconsistencies. You can filter for any of the elements listed to further check your 
data through the Account Maintenance or Account Specific selections. 
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Data Integrity Analysis Report Description 

 
Field 

Name 

 
Looks Good 

 
Empty 

 
Odd Data 

 
Short Length 

HH Name 4 or more 
characters in the HH 
Name field 

Empty 
field 

Characters such as 
“,:;@$/!.*() 

3 or less characters 
in the HH Name 
field 

Customer 
# 

4 or more 
characters in the 
Customer # field 

Empty 
field 

Characters such as 
“,:;@$/!./”() 

3 or less characters 
in the Customer # 
field 

SSN/TIN 9 or more numbers Empty 
field 

Characters such as 
“,:;@$/!.*() 

Less than 9 
numbers 

Phone 7 or more numbers Empty 
field 

Characters such as 
“,:;@$/!.*() 

Less than 7 
numbers 

Address Starts with 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, R, P, 
B and is 5 or more 
characters long 

Empty 
field 

Does not start with 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, R, P, 
B and is not empty 

Starts with 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, R, P, 
B and is 4 or less 
characters long 

City 4 or more 
characters in the 
City field 

Empty 
field 

Characters such as 
“,:;@$/!.*() 

3 or less characters 
in the City field 

State 2 or more 
characters 

Empty 
field 

Characters such as 
“,:;@$/!.*() or 
contains a number 

1 character long 

Zip 5 characters in the 
Zip field 

Empty 
field 

Characters such as 
“,:;@$/!.*() 

4 or less characters 
in the Zip field 

Zip4 4 characters in the 
Zip4 field 

Empty 
field 

Characters such as 
“,:;@$/!.*() 

3 or less characters 
in the Zip4 field 

Birthdate Today’s date or date 
is in the past 

Empty 
field 

If the date is in the 
future 

 

Open Date Today’s date or date 
is in the past 

Empty 
field 

If the date is in the 
future 

 

Maturity 
Date 

Date is in the future Empty 
field 

If maturity date is in 
the past 

 

Last 
Transaction 
Date 

Today’s date or date 
is in the past 

Empty 
field 

If the date is in the 
future 

 

Bank Bank codes match 
defined entries 

Empty 
field 

Bank codes do not 
match defined 
entries 
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Field 
Name 

 
Looks Good 

 
Empty 

 
Odd Data 

 
Short Length 

Region Region codes match 
defined entries 

Empty 
field 

Region codes do not 
match defined 
entries 

 

Branch Branch codes match 
defined entries 

Empty 
field 

Branch codes do not 
match defined 
entries 

 

Officer Officer codes match 
defined entries 

Empty 
field 

Officer codes do not 
match defined 
entries 

 

Gender If field contains M= 
Male or F= Female 

Empty 
field 

Any other character 
besides M or F 

 

Status If field contains A= 
Active, I= Inactive or 
C= Closed 

Empty 
field 

Any other character 
besides A, I or C 

 

Email Field is populated 
and the @ is present 

Empty 
field 

Field is populated 
and does not 
contain the @ 

 

Field 
Name 

True False   

Employee Employee flag=1 Employee 
flag=F 

  

No Mail No Mail flag=T No Mail 
flag=F 

  

Opt Out Opt Out flag=T Opt Out 
flag=F 
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Field 

Name 
“=0” “<0” “>0” “>1 Million” 

Current 
Balance 

# of accounts that 
equal 0 as current 
balance 

# of 
accounts 
with a 
negative 
current 
balance 

# of accounts with a 
current balance 
above 0 and less 
than 1,000,000 

# of accounts with a 
current balance 
greater than or 
equal to 1,000,000 

Original 
Balance 

# of accounts that 
equal 0 as original 
balance 

# of 
accounts 
with a 
negative 
original 
balance 

# of accounts with 
an original balance 
above 0 and less 
than 1,000,000 

# of accounts with 
an original balance 
greater than or 
equal to 1,000,000 

Average 
Balance 

# of accounts that 
equal 0 as average 
balance 

# of 
accounts 
with a 
negative 
average 
balance 

# of accounts with 
an average balance 
above 0 and less 
than 1,000,000 

# of accounts with 
an average balance 
greater than or 
equal to 1,000,000 

Minimum 
Balance 

# of accounts that 
equal 0 as minimum 
balance 

# of 
accounts 
with a 
negative 
minimum 
balance 

# of accounts with a 
minimum balance 
above 0 and less 
than 1,000,000 

# of accounts with a 
minimum balance 
greater than or 
equal to 1,000,000 
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Field 

Name 
“=0” “<0” “>0” “>=360” 

 
Account Term- 

in months 
# of accounts 

with term=0, or 
no term 

# of accounts 
with a negative 

term 

# of accounts 
with a term 

greater than 0 
and less than 

360 

# of accounts 
with a term 

greater than 360 
months or 30 

years 
Field 

Name 
“=0” “<1” “>=1” “>=20” 

Interest Rate # of accounts 
with interest 
rate = 0 

# of accounts 
with interest 
rate greater 
than 0 but less 
than 1 

# of accounts 
with interest 
rate greater 
than or equal 
to 1 percent 
and less than 
20 percent 

# of accounts 
with interest rate 
greater than or 
equal to 20 
percent 

Field  
Name 

“=0” “<0” “<18” “>100” 

Account Holder 
Age 

# of accounts 
with the age 
field = 0 or is 
not populated 
from the 
Birthday field 

# of accounts 
with an age of 0 
but have a 
Birthday field 
and the account 
holder is not yet 
1 year of age 

# of accounts 
under 18 years 
of age 

# of accounts 
with an age 
greater than 100 
years 

Field  
Name 

“=1” “>=5” “>=10” “>20” 

Accounts per 
Household 

Single Account 
households 

Household has 
between 5 and 9 
accounts 

Household has 
between 10 
and 19 
accounts 

Household has 
20 or more 
accounts 
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Household Demographic Segmentation Analysis 

Note: This report is only available if you have purchased appended demographics 
from MARQUIS that include Lifestage and linked that file into your currently active 
File Set. 

The nature of this report is to give you a breakdown of several demographic 
elements, primarily household income, age, presence of children and retirement 
status. The report is much like a CrossTab report, providing income across the 
column headings and then a combination of age and presence of children or 
retirement status down the row headings. 

At the intersection of each column and row is a designated Demographic Score, 
which can be used in filtering for the households contained in that particular 
combination of column and row data. This will aid your investigation into particular 
income, age, presence of children and retirement status variables.  
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Household Demographic Segmentation Analysis Report Description 
 
Column Headings: Four breaks of household income, at less than $20,000, $20,000-
$40,000, $40,000-$75,000 and $75,000 and up. 

Row Headings: Age breaks of <36, 36-55 and 55 and up, combined with presence of 
children (for age ranges up to 55) or retirement status (for age ranges over 55).  

Cells in report: Each intersection of a column and row contains information about 
the number of households, number and balance of accounts and profit contribution 
of those households meeting the income and age/presence of children/retirement 
status criteria.  

Demographic Score: Each intersection of data in the report is designated by a red 
numeric score in the upper right-hand corner of the cell, from 1 to 24 (four columns 
by six rows). This Demographic Score is a field by which you can filter, to make 
research and identification of those households an easy process. 

 
TIP! Demographic Score is in the field type for your Demographic Link File. 
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Household Percentile Analysis 

The Household Percentile report is a great management tool. It is best used without 
a filter condition. The report segregates households into profit groups of Top 1%, 
Top 5%, Top 10%, Top 20%, and bottom 10%. This report also provides a summary 
of Profit, Product Usage and Product Relationships within the profit segments listed 
above. It allows you to look at Households with only Deposits, only Loans, or 
Households with Loans and Deposits in the Profit Segment. You can quickly 
determine your best and worst segments and how they react over time to your 
cross-sell efforts. 
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Household Percentile Analysis Report Description 

Total Households: Number of all Households for the segment. 

$Profit: Total $ Profit for this segment. 

$Profit per Household: Number of Households divided by the total $ Profit. 

% of Total Profit: $ Profit of segment times total $ Profit. 

Deposits and Loans: Number of all Deposit and Loan accounts in the Households 
for this segment 

Accounts Per Household: Number of all Deposit and Loan accounts divided by the 
Number of Households for the segment 

Unique Products per Household: Sum of the Number of Unique Products divided by 
the Number of Households for the segment. 

Single Account Household: Number of Households that only have one account. 

Percent of Segment: Single Account Households divided by Total Number of 
Households for this segment. 

Product & Services: All Accounts and Services for the Household. 

Products & Services per Household: Number of Products and Services divided by the 
Total Number of Households for this segment. 

Unique Relationships per Household: Sum of the number of unique products and 
services divided by the number of households for this segment. 

Unique Relationships per Household: Sum of the number of unique products and 
services divided by the number of households for this segment. 

Single Product or Service Household: Total number of unique products and services 
equal 1.  

Percent of Segment: Single Relationship Households divided by the Product and 
Services (Relationship). 
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Households with Deposits & Loans: Number of Households that have a Deposit and 
a Loan account. 

Profits: Total $ Profit of the Households with Deposit and Loan Accounts. 
$Profit per Household: Profit divided by the Households with Deposits and Loans. 

Percent of Segment $Profit: Profit divided by $Profit for Total Household segment. 

Percent of Group $Profit: Profits for segment divided by profit for Households with 
Deposits and Loans. 

Percent of Total $ Profit: Profits divided by the Total $ Profit for Total Households. 

Number of Deposits: Number of Deposit Accounts in this segment. 

Deposits per Household: Number of Deposits divided by the Number of Households 
for this segment. 

Balance of Deposits: Sum of the Deposit Balances for this segment. 

$Deposits per Household: Balance of Deposits divided by the Number of 
Households in this segment. 

Number of Loans: Number of Loan Accounts in this segment. 

Loans per Household: Balance of Loans divided by the Number of Households for 
this segment. 

Balance of Loans: Sum of the Loan Balances for this segment. 

$Loans per Household: Balance of Loans divided by the Number of Households in 
this segment. 
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Households with Only Deposits: Number of Households that only have Deposit 
accounts. 

Profits: $ Profit of all Deposit Accounts in the Households 

$Profit per Household: Profits divided by the Households with only Deposits. 

Percent of Segment $Profit: Profits divided by the $Profit for Total Households 
segment. 

Percent of Group $Profit: $ Profit for segment divided by total profits for 
Households with only Deposit Accounts. 

Percent of Total $Profit: Profits divided by the Total $Profit for Total Households. 

Number of Deposits: Total Number of Deposit Accounts 

Deposits per Household: Number of Deposits divided by Households with Only 
Deposits. 

Balance of Deposits: Sum of the Deposit Balances for this segment. 

$Deposits per Household: Balance of Deposits divided by the Households with Only 
Deposits. 
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Households with Only Loans: Number of Households that only have Loan Accounts. 

Profits: $Profit of all Loan Accounts in the Household. 

$Profit per Household: Profits divided by the Households with Only Loans. 

Percent of Segment $Profit: Profits divided by $Profit for Total Households segment. 

Percent of Group $Profit: $ Profit for segment divided by total profits for 
Households with only Loan Accounts. 

Percent of Total $Profit: Profits divided by the Total $Profit for Total Households. 

Number of Loans: Number of Loan Accounts for this segment. 

Loans per Household: Number of Loans divided by the Households with only Loans. 

Balance of Loans: Sum of all Loan Balances for the Households in this segment. 

$Loans per Household: Balance of Loans divided by the Households with only Loan 
Accounts. 
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Household Product Summary 

The Household Product Summary Report is an essential report in evaluating your 
product portfolio and the penetration of your households with the products. For 
each of your product categories you can determine the number, total balance, and 
average balance. You can also find the number and percent of households that have 
that product. 
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 Household Product Summary Report Description  
 
Number of Specified Product: The total number of accounts within that product 
category. 

Balance of Specified Product: The total account balance for all accounts within that 
product category. 

Avg. Bal of Specified Product: The total balance for that product divided by the total 
number of that product. 

Number of Households: The total number of households that have that product. 

% of All: The percentage of all households with that product. 

Profit Total $: The annual margin plus non-interest income less non-interest 
expense totaled for the households with the product. This profit also includes the 
profit $ from other accounts within these household relationships. 

Profit % All: The total profit earned from the product divided by the total profit from 
all accounts within the product category. 

Avg HH: The total profit for the product divided by the number of households with 
that product. 

Avg # of Unique Products: The total number of different products held by 
households with this product. For example, a household with only 2 checking 
accounts has only one unique product. 

Avg # of Unique Products & Services: The total number of different products and 
services for households with this product. 
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Household Products and Services Summary 

This summary report combines different cross-sell numbers on one report for a 
quick overview. The information comes from your Household database.  

You can choose to sort this report by Household Bank, Region, Household Branch or 
Household Manager.  
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Household Products and Services Summary Report Description 

 
# of Households: # of Households within each value selected to Sort Output By. 

% of All: # of Households divided by the total # of Households. 

# of Accounts: # of Accounts for the Households. 

% of All: # of Accounts divided by the total # of Accounts. 

$ of Accounts: Sum of the Accounts within the Households. 

% of All: $ of Accounts divided by the Total $ of all Accounts. 

# of Services: # of services for the Households. 

% of All: # of services divided by the total # of services. 

# of Accounts per Household: # of Accounts divided by the # of Households. 

# of Accounts & Services per Household: # of Accounts plus the # of Services divided 
by the # of Households. 

# of Unique Products per Household: Sum of the Unique Products of each 
Household divided by the # of Households. 

# of Unique Products and Services per Household: Sum of the Unique Products plus 
the # of Services divided by the # of Households. 
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Household Profile 

The Household Profile Report provides a wealth of information about your 
customers. Each of the seven pages (reports) represents the different types of 
relationships your customer households can have with your institution. Therefore, 
many questions regarding these relationships can be answered. The seven reports 
in the package are actually three sets of segmenting reports and a summary report 
that combines all of the other report pages. 

The columns divide the retail and business households, with a total column which is 
a combination of the two. The rows on each page contain: general information 
regarding the entire household, all account information for that household, and the 
deposit and loan information for the households. 

You may also run this report when segmenting your data by: 

• Profit Segment 

• Branch 

• Account Open Date 
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Household Profile Report Description  

 
1. Summary Profile- This report provides a summary of all the accounts and 

households in the entire database or filter. Households and accounts included 
on the other reports are combined in the Summary Profile Report. Therefore, it 
provides a good snapshot of the database or filter group. This report will 
indicate: the number and percent of households that are business or retail, and 
their relationship. Many choose to use this page only to provide a snapshot of 
the organization or filter segment to give to other managers. 

2. Deposit Households Profile- The report includes any household with a deposit 
product. If these households have loans, that information is provided as well. 
This report will tell you the percent of your database or filter group that has a 
deposit account, the percent that has retail and business deposit accounts, and 
of the filter group or total database, the number and dollar amount of deposits. 

3. Loan Households Profile- This report includes all households with a loan 
product. It also provides information on the deposit products these households 
have. This report will tell you the percent of your database or filter group that 
has a loan account, the percent that has retail and business loan accounts, and 
of the filter group or total database, the number and dollar amount of loans. 

4. Deposit Only Households Profile- This report demonstrates customer 
households that have ONLY a deposit type account with your institution. As you 
will notice in the loan section, there are zeros. From this report, you can 
determine your cross sales opportunities to deposit retail and business 
households in your database. 

5. Loan Only Households Profile- This report demonstrates customer households 
that have ONLY a loan type account with your institution. As you will notice in 
the deposit section, there are zeros. From this report, you can determine the 
cross sales opportunities to retail and business loan households in your 
database. 

6. Single Account Households Profile- This report provides information on all 
households with one account type only, whether it is a deposit or loan account. 
In the All Accounts section, the account per household ratio is exactly one. The 
information distributed in the deposit, loan and general sections relate to that 
one account which each household contains. Again, this is a good report to look 
for cross sales opportunities. 

7. Multiple Account Households Profile- Any household having more than one 
account type is represented on this report. This report will tell you the number 
and percent of households having more than one account, the number and 
balances of loans and deposits, the account per household ratio of these 
numbers, and the average balance of all the household accounts.  
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This report should be one of the first reports run when analyzing a customer 
segment. After getting the big picture information from the Summary Report, you 
will have many other questions to answer regarding the relationship of your 
segment. We suggest running this report on several different percentile groups (i.e., 
Top 1%, Top 5%, Top 10%, and the entire customer base). Several areas that you 
should pay special attention to include the accounts per household on the Summary 
Report, especially how they differ across the percentile categories. Also notice the 
percentage of retail versus business households in each category. Determine the 
profile of single account households in each category; what is it about that one 
account that makes the entire household profitable or unprofitable. Analyze these 
reports to determine the percent of the entire customer base that are single 
account households. 

 

General 

Total Households: The total number of households for the column.  

Deposit Households: The total number of households for the column that have at 
least one deposit account. 

Deposit Only Households: The total number of households for the column that only 
have deposit accounts. 

Loan Households: The total number of households for the column that have at least 
one loan account. 

Loan Only Households: The total number of households for the column that only 
have loan accounts. 

Number of Services: The total number of services held by households in that 
column. 

Services per Household: The total number of services held by the households in that 
column divided by the number of households. 
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All Accounts 

Number of Accounts: The total number of accounts, both deposits and loans, held 
by the household within the column. 

Accounts per Household: The total number of accounts held by the households 
within the column divided by the total number of households for the column. 

Balance of Accounts: The total balance of the accounts for the column’s 
households. 

Balance per Account: The total balance of the accounts for the column’s households 
divided by the total number of accounts. 

Balance per Household: The total balance of all accounts divided by the total 
balance of the households for the column. 

Deposit Accounts 

Number of Accounts: The total number of deposit accounts held by the household 
within the column. 

Accounts per Household: The total number of deposit accounts held by the 
households within the column divided by the total number of households for the 
column. 

Balance of Accounts: The total balance of the households’ deposit accounts. 

Average Account Balance: The total balance of deposit accounts held by the 
households within the column divided by the total number of deposit households. 

Average Household Balance: The total balance of the household’s deposit accounts 
divided by the total number of deposit households. 

 

Loans Accounts 

Number of Accounts: The total number of loans held by the household within the 
column. 

Accounts per Household: The total number of loan accounts held by the households 
within the column divided by the total number of households for the column. 

Balance of Accounts: The total balance of the households’ loan accounts. 

Average Account Balance: The total balance of loan accounts held by the 
households within the column divided by the total number of loan households. 

Average Household Balance: The total balance of the household’s loan accounts 
divided by the total number of loan households. 
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Retail Households 

Amount: The total values for retail households for each field. 

% of All Accounts: The specific information for deposits and loans divided by the 
total account information. 

% Comb. Results: The amount for each field of the retail households divided by the 
total amount for each field that is shown in the combined results column. 

% Sum. Profile: The amount for each field for the retail households divided by that 
same field on the summary report. 

 
Business Households 

Amount: The total values for business households for each field. 

% of All Accounts: The specific information for deposits and loans divided by the 
total account information. 

% Comb. Results: The amount for each field for the business household divided by 
the total amount for each field which is shown in the combined results column. 

% Sum. Profile: The amount for each field for the business households divided by 
that same field on the summary report. 

 
Combined Results 

Amount: The total values for both retail and business households for each field. 

% of All Accounts: The specific information for deposits and loans divided by the 
total account information. 

% Sum. Profile: The amount for each field for the business households divided by 
that same field on the summary report. 
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Next Product Potential 

This report is a quick and easy way of looking at the Next Product potentials of your 
households. It is a summary of the number of households for each next product. 

Next Product Potential Report Description 

Next Product - Product calculated as the next potential product for the household. 
This is driven by the way the Next Product is setup (using User Preferences or 
standard ExecuTrax calculation). 

Number of Households - Number of Households with the same Next Product. 

Average Balance - The Total Balance for this product divided by the number of 
accounts this product currently has. 

Total Potential - Number of Households from this report multiplied by the Average 
Balance on this report for each Next Product potential. 

Weighted Avg Rate - Weighted Average Rate for the Product based on the current 
import. 

Net Profit Amount - Sum of the product’s current profitability. 

$ Profit Per Household - Net Profit Amount divided by the number of households. 
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Trending Analysis  

The Trending Report was designed to provide a rolling twelve-month look at the 
most common metrics used to measure success at a financial institution.  It 
combines household, customer/member, branch, product, service, and profit 
summary and distribution reports into one easy-to-navigate report designed to help 
you identify trends within your institution and keep track of product performance 
over time. 

This report provides you with the option of reporting values at the household or 
customer/member levels and will likely become a mainstay in your monthly 
reporting arsenal. 
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Trending Analysis Report Description 

 

Time periods will be reported in columns.  You determine the starting point and 
ending point, keeping in mind that a rolling 12-month reporting time period will be, 
for example, January to December, February to January and so on.  The final column 
in the report reports the Change/Total from the first File Set to the last File Set in 
your timeframe.  Change is calculated by subtracting the current number from the 
oldest number.  
 
Totals 
 
Households:  Number of households at your institution.   

Customers:  Number of customers at your institution. 

Accounts:  Total number of accounts held by all customers at the institution.  This is 
calculated by adding the number of deposits plus the number of loans. 

Deposits:  Number of deposits held by all customers at the institution. 

Deposit Balances: Total balance of all deposits.  

Loans:  Number of loans held by all customers at the institution. 

Loan Balances:  Total balance of all loans 

Profit per Household:  Average profit generated by each household. 

Unique Products Per Household:  Average number of unique products carried by the 
HH.  For example, Auto Loans are a unique product.  A household could have more 
than one auto loan, but that would be considered one unique product.  

Unique Products & Services per Household:  Similar to Unique products per 
household, but includes services such as debit cards, online banking, bill pay, etc.  
Services must be imported into ExecuTrax to be included in this calculation.  

Average Age:  This is a calculation of the average age of your head of households.   

Single Product Household %:  This indicates the percentage of households carrying 
only one unique product with the institution. 
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New Households 
 
New Households:  This reports the number of households new to the institution in 
each respective month being reported.  This is calculated by looking for households 
having a first opened date later than the cutoff date from the previous File Set.  This 
cutoff date is also known as the Omega date of the previous File Set.   

New Household Deposits:  Number of deposits held by new households.  

New Household Deposit Balances: Total balance of all deposits.   

New Household Loans:  Number of loans held by new households.  

New Household Loan Balances:  Total balance of all loans held by new Households.   

Profit per New Household:  Average profit generated by each new household.   

Unique Products Per New Household:  Average number of unique products carried 
by new households 

Unique Products & Services per New Household:  Similar to Unique products per 
household, but includes services such as debit cards, online banking, bill pay, etc.  
Services must be imported into MCIF to be included in this calculation.  

Single Product New Household %: The percent of New Households that only have 
one product 

Lost Households:  This number reflects the number of lost (closed) household from 
the previous File Set to the current File Set.   
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Products   
This section lists all of the Product Types that are importing into the ExecuTrax and 
the number of accounts by Product Type.   
 
Product Balances 
This section of the Trend Report again lists all of the Product Types that are 
importing into the ExecuTrax and the total balances of all accounts by Product Type. 
 
Product Penetration 
This portion of the Trend Report details the percentage of all Households carrying 
that type of product with the institution. 
 
Services 
The Services section outlines the number of accounts for each service.   
 
Service Penetration 
Services Penetration reports the percentage of Households carrying that service. 
 
Branch Penetration 
The Branch Penetration section illustrates the percentage of Households assigned 
to each branch.   
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Profit UDF Summary 

The Profit User Defined Field (UDF) Summary Report provides every profit user 
defined field and displays how it ties back to each account or product code. This 
report displays an overview of all dollar amounts, transaction counters and totals. In 
addition, this report provides a summary of all non-interest income and non-
interest expense numbers associated with fields sorted by account type code. 

The Profit UDF Summary Report shows how each account type contributes to the 
bottom line. As you move into Activity Based Costing, this report can be used to 
balance back to your income statement for profit validation. In addition, you can 
verify what you have defined for each type code as well as validate that the setup 
was done properly. 
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Profit UDF Summary Report Description 

 
UDF Name: All profit UDFs set up in your system. 

Type: I = Non-Interest Income; E = Non-Interest Expense; T = Transaction Counter. 

$Amt/Acct: The dollar amount associated to each type code for this UDF. This is a 
flat charge per account. 

%/Acct.: The percentage multiplied by the current balance of the account with this 
type code. This is a great field to capture loan origination fees by loan balances. 

$ Amt/Trans: The amount charged per transaction. 

Trans Field: The transaction field tied to the $Amt/Trans Field. 

Equal $0: The number of accounts that are equal to 0 after the settings have been 
calculated for each profit UDF. 

Over $0: The number of accounts that are greater than 0 after the settings have 
been calculated for each profit UDF. 

Max: The largest dollar amount on one account. 

Sum: The sum of all accounts that are over $0. 

Avg.: The number of accounts over $0 divided by the sum field. 
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UDF Summary 

The User Defined Field (UDF) Summary Report provides you with a full overview of 
UDFs in ExecuTrax. It will show the type of field (logical, character, numeric, or date), 
whether or not the field is populated, and what values it encounters. 

The UDF Summary Report aids you in understanding your data. This report can be 
utilized as a tool to help you clean up your data. UDFs that have no values may be 
deleted from your system or defined to start importing the data into ExecuTrax 
which previously was not. This report will be useful in providing a greater awareness 
of your data. 

You can choose to run this report on all your UDFs or on a specific UDF Group such 
as Account User Defined Fields  
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UDF Summary Report Description  

 
All character UDFs will display the first ten unique values the system encounters. 

All date UDFs will show the number of valid dates as well as the number of empty 
dates for this UDF. In addition, this report will give you the earliest and latest date it 
encounters to validate the information. 

All numeric fields show the >0, <0, and = 0 occurrences as well as a minimum and 
maximum. You will also see a total for one account. 

All logical UDFs will display the number of the true and false flags.  
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CAMPAIGN REPORTS 
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Campaign Summary 

The Marketing Campaign Summary Report will assist you in evaluating the progress 
and success of your marketing campaigns. You can choose to look at all campaigns 
you have created in ExecuTrax or select a date range that the campaigns fall into as 
well as the group or style of campaign. You also have the option to include any 
archived campaigns. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The report then segments the records in the campaign into the market and control 
group. For each of these segments, it shows the number in the group, the 
percentage of total households in the original records meeting the filter conditions, 
the number of responses and the percent of each segment (market or control 
group) that responded. The primary use of the Marketing Campaign Summary 
Report is to monitor the progress of your campaigns over time. It can be very 
beneficial in supporting your marketing plans for the next year and determining if 
some campaigns should be modified to achieve a higher success rate. If the 
campaign was very successful, it could become a repeated campaign.  
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Campaign Summary Report Description  

 
Start Date: The start date specifies when the campaign was created. This is the 
actual date ExecuTrax begins to watch for the specified accounts to be opened. 

End Date: The end date specifies when ExecuTrax stops tracking the products. Any 
accounts opened after this date will not be credited to the campaign results. 

Selected HH’s #: The total number of households that met the original filter 
conditions from which the campaign was created. 

Selected HH’s % of All: The percentage of all households that met the original filter 
from all households in ExecuTrax. 

Participants in Marketing Group: The total number of households that were 
specified to be in the market group that are currently flagged in your most recent 
File Set.  

% of Marketing Group Participants: The number of households in the market group 
out of the total number meeting the filter condition. 

Marketing Group Direct Responders: The number of households in the market 
group that opened the specified account within the time period. 

% of Marketing Group Direct Responders: The percentage of marketing group 
responders out of the total number of accounts or households in the market group. 

Marketing Group Indirect Responders: The percentage of households in your 
Marketing Group that responded to another product. 

% of Marketing Group Indirect Responders: The percentage of households in you 
Marketing group that responded to another product.  

Participants in Control Group: The total number of households that were specified 
to be in the control group. This may not match your original selection due to closed 
households. 

% of Control Group Participants: The number of households in the control group 
out of the total number meeting the filter condition. 

Control Group Direct Responders: The number of households in the control group 
that opened the specified account within the time period. 

% of Control Group Direct Responders: The percentage of control group responders 
out of the total number of households in the control group. 

Control Group Indirect Responders: The number of households in the control group 
that responded to another product. 

% of Control Group Indirect Responders: The percentage of households in the 
control group that responded to another product.  
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Campaign Results 

The Campaign Results Report allows you to see the results of your marketing 
campaigns along with the profitability of them.  You can choose to look at all 
campaigns you have created in ExecuTrax or select a beginning and end date that 
the campaigns fall into as well as the group or style of the campaign.  You also can 
select previously archived campaigns. 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

The Campaign Results Report lists each campaign you selected, how many were in 
the marketing group and the cost you entered into the campaign.  You are provided 
with the responders both Direct, matches to the products you selected in your 
campaign and the Other, all other opened accounts that are not a part of the 
selected products.   

The primary use of the Campaign Results Report is to monitor the profitability and 
return on your investment of your campaigns over time.  It can be very beneficial in 
supporting your marketing plans for the next year to three years and determining if 
some campaigns should be modified to achieve a higher success rate.  If a campaign 
was very profitable, it could become a repeated campaign.   
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Campaign Results Report Description 

 
Start Date: The start date specifies when the campaign was created. This is the 
actual date the campaign begins to watch for the specified accounts to be opened. 

End Date: The end date specifies when the campaign stops tracking the products. 
Any accounts opened after this date will not be credited to the campaign results. 

# of Mktg Group: The total number of households that were specified to be in the 
market group that are currently flagged in your most recent File Set. This may not 
match what you originally picked due to closed household relationships. 

Cost $: The cost of the campaign that was entered when the campaign was created. 

# of Direct Responders: The number of households in your campaign that opened 
the specified account within the time period. 

# of Other Responders: The number of households in your campaign that 
responded to another product. 

$ New Balance: The original balance of the specified accounts that were opened. 

$ New Bal – Cost: The original balance of the specified accounts that were opened 
subtracted by the campaign costs. 

One Year Acct Profit: The annualized profit results of the campaign. 

Annualized ROI%: The ROI% results of the campaign. 

Three Year Acct Profit: The profit results of the campaign over a three-year period. 

Three Year ROI%: The ROI% results of the campaign over a three-year period. 
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Marketing Campaign Tracking Summary 

Marketing Campaign Tracking Summary 

The Marketing Campaign Tracking Summary (MCTS) provides detailed results for a 
campaign in an easy, streamlined way.  This will help you gauge your success with 
any given campaign in terms of products opened, balances gained, profit generated 
and the impact your campaign has had on relationships.  Moreover, it provides a 
demographic profile of those who responded to assist in future segmentation 
strategies.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The active File Set should be the last File Set needed for tracking the results.  For 
instance, if a campaign ends on 3/15/2015 then use month end 3/31/2015.  Select 
the Compare File Set right before the campaign began. This enables you to compare 
the target group before and after the campaign in terms of relationship changes 
(i.e., cross-sell, balances, attrition). Example - If a campaign starts on 1/1/2015 use 
December 2014 as the compare file.  This Result Balance Field defaults to current 
balance, and in most cases (except under special circumstances) should remain on 
this.  Select the Tracking Date Range of the start and end dates of the campaign.  
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The Select Matrix button displays the Campaigns from CampaignPro, TriggerPro and 
your normal one-time Campaigns. Campaigns are organized by Campaign Group.  
Select the campaign(s) you would like to track from this list. Campaigns may be 
combined for aggregated results if desired. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Select Direct Results to indicate which Products and Services you would like to track 
as direct. The program will detail all products opened by the target group during the 
tracking period, however, it will be divided by direct and indirect. Direct products are 
usually considered to be those products that were directly promoted as part of the 
campaign.  The Products and Services selected here will not utilize the three product 
options selected during the campaign set up routine. 
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Give a Report Description that describes the campaign—for instance, “First Quarter 
2015 TriggerPro New Household Matrix” 
 
Once all the options are defined select the OK.  ExecuTrax will generate results in a 
spreadsheet for the selected campaign(s). 
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Marketing Campaign Tracking Summary Report Description 

 

# Households/# Pieces/Costs: Summarizes target group and costs associated with 
the campaign. Note: costs must be entered when the campaign is set up in 
ExecuTrax. If cost is not entered, the Margin ROI (%) will not be calculated. 

Direct/Indirect Results: Summarizes the response rate, number of accounts 
opened, balances, profit, and margin. Direct products represent those products 
selected in MCTS, while indirect products represent all other products. Note: these 
results only detail the direct and indirect deposit and loans, and do not include 
services (non-balance). 

Product Results: Both direct and indirect products opened are detailed in this 
section by specific product category. 

Service Results: Details the change in (non-balance) services during the tracking 
period. Because there is no open date associated with services, this section provides 
a total of services opened at the onset of the campaign compared to the end date—
and the change that occurred. 

Branch Results: Summarizes the respondent households and the accounts they 
opened—direct and total—at the branch level. 

Demographic Results: The demographic results provide a basic profile of those that 
responded to the campaign. This information provides insight to help hone target 
markets for future campaigns. 

Age: Provides a breakdown of respondents—direct and total—by their age.  

Tenure: Details respondents based on their tenure with your financial institution—
both for direct and total respondents. 

P$YCLE: Provides totals for the top 6 P$YCLE segments of respondents  

NOTE: Requires a psycle_lsg field included in your Household Demographic File Link 

Relationship Trends: This section illustrates the impact that the campaign had on 
the overall target market (total households mailed) in terms of their relationship 
with you. It measures some key statistics—cross-sell, balances, attrition—at the 
onset of the campaign—and then at completion, calculating the change over that 
time period. To understand the true impact, it is helpful to compare these numbers 
against the same numbers for a control group during the same period of time. 
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Trigger Event Summary 

The Trigger Event Summary Report provides you with a count of Trigger mailings 
and CRM logs for each Trigger Event you have setup in TriggerPro. You can choose 
to look at all Triggers you have created within ExecuTrax or select a date range of 
when the Households or Accounts were flagged as being a part of the Trigger 
Campaign, CRM Log or Matrix. You also have the option to narrow your results by 
Trigger type such as New HH or by a specific Trigger name.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: This report is only available under the Household level in the Daily file set.  
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Trigger Event Summary Description  

 

Trigger: Name of the Trigger type that was selected in TriggerPro 

Trigger Count: Total of mailings and CRM logs for all the events within the Trigger 

Event: Campaigns, Logs and Matrices for the Trigger 

Event Count: Total of mailings or CRM logs for each event within the Trigger 
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Trigger Event Detail 

The Trigger Event Detail Report provides you a listing of the Households or Accounts 
that were sent Trigger mailings and CRM logs for each Trigger Event you have setup 
in TriggerPro. You can choose to look at all Triggers you have created within 
ExecuTrax or select a date range of when the Households or Accounts were flagged 
as being a part of the Trigger Campaign, CRM Log or Matrix. You also have the 
option to narrow your results by Trigger type such as New HH or by a specific 
Trigger name.  

 
NOTE: This report is only available under the Household level in the Daily file set.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

TIP! Choosing Print to file for the Trigger Event Detail Report will provide you with 
further details on each record of the Triggers.  
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Trigger Event Detail Description  

 

Trigger: Name of the Trigger type that was selected in TriggerPro 

Trigger Count: Total of mailings and CRM logs for all the events within the 
Trigger 

Event: Campaigns, Logs and Matrices for the Trigger 

Event Count: Total of mailings or CRM logs for each event within the Trigger 

Trigger Date: The date of when the Household or Account was flagged as 
being part of the Trigger 

HKey: Household number 

HH Name: Household Name 

Name: Name1 of the Household or Account that received the Trigger 

Phone: Phone number of the Household or Account that received the Trigger 

Officer: Officer name for the Household or Account that received the Trigger 

Branch: Branch name for the Household or Account that received the Trigger 
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CROSS SALES REPORTS 
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Cross Sales Summary 

The Cross Sales Summary Report is useful in determining cross sell possibilities for 
households with a specific product. For example, if you want to find the products 
that checking households tend to have and the balances, it can be found using this 
report. By cross-referencing the two product types you can find information about 
those two products. 

All product categories have a row and a column. If you want to know about CD 
households, reference the CD row. Each product category column allows you to 
cross-reference. If you want to know about CD households with an auto loan, look 
on the CD row and the auto loan column. If you want totals for the CD household, 
reference the CD row and CD column. 

This is a good report to use when you are segmenting your data by: 

• Top 10% 

• Bottom 10% 

• Branch/Officer 

• High or Low Balance Deposit or Loan Households 
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Cross Sales Summary Report Description  

 
NOTE: The following descriptions will display the cross reference of two product 
categories. We will use a personal checking product for the row and CD for the 
column as an example. 

# Total Households: The total number of households which have at least personal 
checking and CDs. 

% of Households: The percentage of CD households with a checking account. 

# Specific Products: The number of both types of products. (i.e., the total number of 
personal checking and CD accounts). 

$ Specific Products (000’s): The balance of both types of products (i.e., the total 
combined balance of checking and CD accounts, in thousands). 
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Cross Sales Detail 

The Cross Sales Detail Report provides more in-depth information concerning 
households and these products. This is a good report to use when analyzing the 
propensity of a household with one product to purchase another. You can also look 
at the balances to determine the average overall relationship concerning number of 
deposits, loans, services, and profitability. From this report, you can create filters to 
find likely candidates for a marketing campaign to cross sell to your customer 
households. 

This is a good report to use when you are segmenting your data by: 

• Profit Segment 

• Last Transaction Date 

• Account Open Date 

• High or Low Balance Deposit or Loan Households 

• Branch 

• Product Type 
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Cross Sales Detail Report Description  

 
NOTE: Each product category entered in the Setup has a dedicated Row and 
Column. These are used together to cross reference households which have both 
products. The following descriptions display the cross-reference of two products, 
using a Personal Checking (PCHK) product for the row and CD for the column as an 
example.  

# Total Households: The total number of households which have the two products, 
PCHK and CDs.  

% of Households: The percentage of all households from the product row that have 
the product represented by the column.  

# Specific Products: The number of both types of products, (i.e., the total number of 
PCHK and CD accounts). 

$ Specific Products (000’s): The balance of both types of products (i.e., the total 
combined balance of PCHK and CDs accounts, in thousands). 

# Deposits: The total number of deposit accounts held by households with PCHK 
and CDs. 

# Deposits per HH: The total number of deposit accounts held by households with 
PCHK, and CDs divided by the total number of households with the two products. 

$ Deposits (000’s): The total balance, in thousands, of the deposit accounts held by 
households with PCHK and CDs. 

$ Deposits per HH (000’s): The total balance of deposit accounts, in thousands, held 
by households with PCHK and CDs divided by the total number of households with 
the two products. 

# Loans: The total number of loan accounts held by households with PCHK and CDs. 

# Loans per HH: The total number of loan accounts, held by households with PCHK 
and CDs divided by the total number of households with the two products. 

$ Loans (000’s): The total balance, in thousands, of the loan accounts held by 
households with PCHK and CDs. 

$ Loans per HH (000’s): The total balance of loan accounts, in thousands, held by 
households with PCHK and CDs divided by divided by the total number of 
households with the two products. 
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# Services: The total number of services held by households with PCHK and CDs. 
Note: Services can be any of the following, varying by institution: ATM, debit card, 
safe deposit box, annuity, trust, direct deposit, mutual fund, and credit card. 

# of Services per HH: The total number of services by households with PCHK and 
CDs divided by the total number of households with the two products. 

$ Services (000’s): The total balance, in thousands, of the services held by 
households with PCHK and CDs. 

$ Services per HH (000’s): The total balance of services, in thousands, held by 
households with PCHK and CDs divided by the total number of households with the 
two products. 

$ Services (000’s): The total balance, in thousands, of the services held by 
households with PCHK and CDs. 

# Deps & Lns per HH: The total number of deposit and loan accounts divided by the 
total number of households with PCHK and CDs. 

# Deps, Lns and Svcs per HH: The total number of combined deposits and loans plus 
services divided by the total number of households with PCHK and CDs.  

$ Total Profit: The sum of margin plus non-interest income minus non-interest 
expense equals account net profit totaled for all accounts within each household. 

$ Avg. Profit per HH: The total profit amount divided by the total number of 
households. 
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PRODUCT COMBINATION 
REPORTS 
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Household Product Combinations 

This report is a key factor in determining the likelihood to purchase certain 
products. By analyzing the product combinations, you can find the most common 
combinations and determine the next most likely product a customer may 
purchase. Marketing by this type of analysis is called “look-alike.” It is an efficient 
method of determining your target market because customers who have similar 
attributes have that product. 

The report is beneficial for your entire customer database to grasp an 
understanding of total relationships. However, you may also create segments of 
your customer base and evaluate the report for that segment only. 

This is a good report to use when you are segmenting your data by: 

• Top 10% Households 

• Product Type 

• High or Low Dollar Balance Households 

• Household Branch 

• New Households 
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Household Product Combinations Report Description  

 
Each line represents the household with the outlined product combination. The 
product descriptions can be found in your Lookups Table under your Products Tab. 

Total Households: The total number of households which have the indicated 
product combination.  

% of Col: The percentage of all households displayed on the report which have that 
combination. 

Retail Households: The number of retail households that have this product 
combination. 

% of Col.: The percentage of all retail households which have the combination. 
(Total retail households divided by the # retail households for this row). 

% of Row: The percentage of total households which are retail. (# retail households 
divided by the total # households). 

Business Households: The number of households that are designated as business 
households that have this product combination. 

% of Col.: The percentage of all business households which have the combination. 
(Total business households divided by the # of business households for this row). 

% of Row: The percentage of total households which are business. (# business 
households divided by the # of total households). 
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Hosehold Product and Service Combinations 

This report is a key factor in determining the likelihood of customers to purchase 
certain products and or services. By analyzing the product and service 
combinations, you can find the most common combinations and determine the next 
most likely product or service a customer may purchase. Marketing by this type of 
analysis is called “look-alikes”. It is an efficient method of determining your target 
market. It is likely that prospects will purchase the product due to current 
customers with similar attributes who also have the product. 

The report is beneficial to run on your entire database so that you can grasp an 
understanding of your total relationships. However, you may also create segments 
of your customer base and evaluate the report based on this segment only. 

This is a good report to use when you are segmenting your data by: 

• Top 10% or Bottom 10% Households 

• Census Tract or Household Demographics 

• Household Branch 

• New Households 

• Balance of a Specified Product  

Many times, the key to understanding what a customer needs is to analyze what 
other customers similar to that customer have. The only difference between these 
“look-alike” groups is that one group has the product or service and the other does 
not. This may be a product or service your institution wants to promote and 
increase usage, or, that one product or service may be the variable that is keeping 
this customer and others like him from being profitable. Whatever the case may be, 
a “look-alike” analysis is a good way to find prospective customers for a particular 
product. 

The steps in conducting a “look-alike” analysis within ExecuTrax are: 

1. Create a filter selecting those customers with the particular product type you 
want to promote. 

2. Run a Product and Service Combination Report to determine what the next most 
likely purchased product or service would be. 

3. Next run Distribution Reports on demographic fields such as median income 
amount, account holder age, average age of home, etc. 

4. After finding the typical characteristics of customers with that product, you can 
find customers with the same characteristics who do not have the product. 
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This report will help you determine the most popular product and service 
combinations. It shows which customers with a particular product are more likely to 
have other products, the number/percent of households having each combination, 
and the number/percent of business and retail accounts. 
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Household Product and Service Combinations Report Description  

 

Each line represents the households with the outlined product and service 
combination. For a product description, you will need to go to your Lookup Table 
under the Product Tab. 

Total Household: The total number of households which have the indicated product 
and service combination. 

% of Col: The percentage of all households displayed on the report which have that 
combination. 

Retail Households: The number of retail households with this product and service 
combination. 

% of Col.: The percentage of all retail households which have this combination. 
(Total retail households divided by the # retail households for this row). 

% of Row: The percentage of total households which have this combination which 
are retail (# retail households divided by the total # households). 

Business Households: The number of business households which have this product 
and service combination. 

% of Col.: The percentage of all business households which have this combination. 
(Total business households divided by the # business households for this row). 

% of Row: The percentage of total households which have this combination which 
are business (# business households divided by the total # households). 
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Household Profitability of Product Combinations 

This report will assist in analyzing what product combinations are the most 
profitable for your institution. Like all ExecuTrax reports, it can be run for the entire 
institution or segmented out by using a filter. 

The report will demonstrate the total number and percent of households with that 
particular product combination group. It also shows the total number and 
percentage of balances for those combinations broken down into loans and 
deposits and the percentage of total. The profit achieved from these households is 
displayed as well as the percentage of total profit received from this segment. The 
percent of profit received from the balance is displayed by the Profit/$Bal% and the 
Avg. Annual $Profit/HH is the average profit dollars received from the households in 
that row. 

In addition to running this report on your entire database, we recommend 
segmenting your data by the following fields: 

• Top 10% and Bottom 10% Households 

• Product Type 

• Household Branch/Manager 

• Balance of a Specified Product Type 

• Census Tract or Household Demographics 

• Household First Open Date 
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You can run this report from any filter such as customers with a certain product 
type. This will show what kind of product combinations customers with product X 
have. You can determine which products would be the most likely and most 
profitable. These questions can be answered for specific customer segments as 
well. Your Top 10% most profitable households is one good example. You can 
determine the combination of products and services that make these households so 
profitable as well as how much they contribute to the bottom line. 
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Household Profitability of Product Combinations Report Description  

 

This report is sorted by profit. It displays the most profitable combination to the 
least profitable. 

Total Household: The total number of households which have the indicated 
combination. 

% of Total: The percentage of all households displayed on the report which have 
that combination. 

Deposit Balances: The sum of all deposit balances for this combination. 

% of Total: The percentage of deposit balances on the row compared to the total 
deposit balances on the report. 

Loan Balances: The sum of all loan balances for this combination. 

% of Total: The percentage of loan balances on the row compared to the total loan 
balances on the report. 

Annual $ Profit: The sum of all profit for the accounts that comprise this 
combination. This is computed by taking the margin plus non-interest income minus 
non- interest expense equals account net profit. 

% of Total: The percentage of profit on the row compared to the total profit on the 
report. 

Profit / $ Bal.%: The profit percent divided by the total balance for the households 
within that combination category. 

Avg. Annual $ Profit/HH: The net annual profit dollars divided by the total number 
of households with that combination. 
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Household Profitability of Product and Service Combinations 

This report will assist in analyzing what product & service combinations are the 
most profitable for your institution. 

The report will demonstrate the total number and percent of households with that 
particular product and service combination. By listing each product & service 
combination as well as the profitability of each combination, this report can help 
you determine the most common product combinations. This report displays the 
number and percent of households having a certain product combination, deposit 
and loan balances for specific combinations, the percent of all product combination 
balances, the weighted average rate for the combination, total profit dollars per 
household and average dollar balance per household. 

In addition to running this report on your entire database, we recommend 
segmenting your data by the following fields: 

• Top 10% and Bottom 10% Households 

• Product Type 

• Household Branch 

• Balance of a Specified Product Type 

• Census Tract or Household Demographics 
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Household Profitability of Product & Services Combination Description  

 

This report is sorted by profit. It displays the most profitable combination to the 
least profitable. 

Total Household: The total number of households which have the indicated 
combination. 

% of Total: The percentage of all households displayed on the report which have 
that combination. 

Deposit Balances: The total deposit balances for the households with the indicated 
combination. 

% of Total: The percentage of deposit balances on the row compared to the total 
deposit balances on the report. 

Loan Balances: The total loan balances for the household with the indicated 
combination. 

% of Total: The percentage of loan balances on the row compared to the total loan 
balances on the report. 

Annual $ Profit: The total profit of all accounts with this combination. It is comprised 
of margin plus non-interest income minus noninterest expense account net profit. 

Profit / $ Bal.%: The profit amount divided by the total balance for the households 
within that combination category. 

Avg. Annual $ Profit/HH: The net annual profit dollars divided by the total number 
of households with that combination. 
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LISTING REPORTS 
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Household Summary Listing 

The Household Summary Listing report provides a list of customers with the 
Household ID, Household Name 1& 2, address, and telephone. It contains can be 
sorted by just name, region and name, branch and name, deposit officer and name, 
loan officer and name, or household manager and name. 
This is a good report to use to provide a basic contact list and have segmented your 
data by: 

• Top 10% and Bottom 10% Households 
• Product Type 
• High or Low Dollar Balance Households 
• Single Product Households 

Using this report is a great reference tool when a list of households within a filter 
group is required. Some examples of ways to use this report includes: a list for your 
loan or deposit officers to contact your top ten most profitable households, a list of 
your single product households for future cross sell opportunities or to follow up 
with your customers who were part of a marketing campaign. Since this report can 
be lengthy, we recommend setting a filter before creating this report. 
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Household Summary Listing Report Description 

 
Household ID Name: The name ExecuTrax assigns to each household. For all retail 
households, it is the last name; for business households, it is the first 15 characters. 

Household Name and Name # 2: The first and second names taken from the head of 
household account. 
Address, City, State, and ZIP: The address, city, state, and ZIP code for the household 
taken from the head of household account. 

Phone: The phone number for the household, taken from the head of household 
account 
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Household Detail Listing 

The Household Detail Listing report provides more details about a household than 
what is provided in the Household Summary Listing report. This is a good report to 
use for calling programs because it contains all the information about the 
household, including household number, name, address, phone numbers, officer, 
branch, state MSA, county and census tract. It displays basic information regarding 
the relationship of a household, including first and last products opened and the 
dates of each, deposit and loan balances, number of accounts, weighted average 
deposit and loan rates, profitability data such as the margin dollars, non-interest 
income and non-interest expense amounts, total profit, profit percent, and the 
profit amount score. This report also shows the number and balance of each 
product and the number of services for each household. 

This is a good report to use when segmenting data by: 

• Top 10% and Bottom 10% Households 

• Single Product Households 

• High or Low Balance Loan or Deposit Households 

• Household Branch/Officer 
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Household Detail Listing Report Description  

 

HH ID: The name ExecuTrax assigns to each household. For retail households it is 
the last name, for business households it is the first 15 characters. 

#: The household number ExecuTrax assigns to each household. 

Employee: A flag which is “Y” if you have imported or manually modified. Otherwise, 
it will be “F”. 

Phone: The phone number for the household taken from the head of household 
account. 

Biz/Retail: The household business or retail indicator, B or R. This is created either 
by an imported business/retail flag, by specifying specific account types are 
business, or by ExecuTrax identifying business words during the import process. 

No Mail: A flag which is “Y” if you have imported or manually modified. Otherwise, it 
will be “F”. 

Name#1, Name#2, Name#3, Address, City, St., ZIP, Formal, Informal, Region, 
Branch, Deposit Officer, & Loan Officer: All the fields listed here are taken from the 
head of household account. 

State, MSA, County, Tract: Codes applied to those households that are geocoded 
which indicate the state, metropolitan statistical area, county, and census tract in 
which the household lives. 

First Open Date: The earliest open date the household has for any of its accounts. 

First Open Product: The actual product that was the first opened by the household. 

Last Open Date: The last date an account was opened for any of the accounts 

Last Open Product: The product that was opened last from the household’s set of 
accounts. 

Service Listing: Each of the available services in ExecuTrax is listed here. Just 
because they are listed does not mean they are being imported. If you know what 
service information is being brought into ExecuTrax, this report will show how many 
of each service the household has. 

# Deposits: The total number of deposit account the household has. 

$ Deposits: The total balance of deposit accounts the household has. 

Depo. Rate: The weighted average rate for all deposit account held by the 
household. 

# Loans: The total number of loan accounts the household has. 

$ Loans: The total balance of deposit accounts the household has. 
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Loan Rate: The weighted average rate for all loan accounts held by the household 

$ Margin: The dollars earned from the balances and rates the accounts in the 
household has. 

$ NI Inc.: The total amount of dollars earned other than the margin account. This 
amount can come from imported data (service charges), modified peer data, or a 
combination of both. 

$ NI Exp.: The total cost of the account within the household, other than the deposit 
interest expenses. This amount can come from imported data, modified peer data, 
or a combination of both. 

Profit $: The sum of margin plus the non-interest income minus the non-interest 
expense equals account net profit totaled for all the accounts within the household 

Profit %: The Profit$ divided by the total institution profit. 

Profit Amt. Percentile: The percentile (from 0-99 with 99 being the highest) that is 
assigned to the household based on how the households profit compares to the 
Total Profit $ of all other households. 

Product #: The number of each product category listed for the household. 

Product $ Balance: The balance of each product category listed for the household. 
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Household Profit Listing 

The Household Profit Listing provides a list of households including the total 
amount of profit achieved from the household, the city they live in, their phone 
number, the date which they first established their relationship, as well as their total 
number and balance of deposits and loans. 

The report can be a listing of any segment of customers you choose. You will 
typically want to create this report from a small segment of your customer base, so 
you don’t have a lengthy report. The report will automatically create page breaks by 
branch and will total the number of households and the profit they contribute at the 
bottom of each page. 

We recommend that you segment the data first by the following fields and then 
create a report from the results: 

• Top 10% 

• Bottom 10% 

• Single Product Households 

• Households with a last open date > 2 years 

• New Households 

This report is very helpful when a list of customers is needed including the amount 
of profit they contribute to your organization’s bottom line. It can be used by a 
branch for micro-marketing or for follow-up of any type. 

This report can also be used to create awareness of your most profitable customers 
for distribution to your employees. Other uses may include a telemarketing list for 
follow-up purposes. 
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Household Profit Listing Report Description  

$ Profit: The total amount of profit contributed by that household. Determined by 
the sum of margin plus non-interest income minus non-interest expense equals net 
profit totaled for all accounts within each household. 

Name, City, Phone: These fields are taken from the head of household account. 

1st Acct Date: The date of the account that was opened first within the household. 

Deposits #: The total number of deposit accounts held by the household. 

Deposits $: The total balance of deposit accounts held by the household. 

Loans #: The total number of loan accounts held by the household. 

Loan $: The total balance of loan accounts held by the household. 
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Household Profit Detail 

For advanced profit analysis, the Household Profit Detail report is the key 
component in analyzing each accounts detail profit information and how it sums up 
to the overall Household. This report is best run for an individual household or a 
few households at a time. It displays a summary of the Household’s Profit and 
further lists how much and what profit factors are contributing to each account. 
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Household Profit Detail Report Description  

 

HH Name: The last name for Retail accounts, and the first 15 characters for 
businesses. 

Name#1: Name of the account that is marked as Key Account 

Region: Household Region. Based on Region assigned to the Key Account 

HH#: Household Number. ExecuTrax assigns this number when householding 

Manager: Household Manager. Based on the Officer of the Key Account. This can be 
manually changed. 

Branch: Household Branch. Based on the Branch of the Key Account. 

Profit: Household Total Profit. Annualized dollar value. Sum of each accounts profit 
number 

Margin: Household Margin Amount. Annualized dollar value. Sum of each accounts 
margin amount. 

Profit Amt %: Household Total Profit Percentage 

Non-Int Income: Total Non-Interest income of the Household. Annualized dollar 
value. Sum of each accounts non-interest income. 

Non-Int Expense: Total Non-Interest expense of the Household. Annualized dollar 
value. Sum of each accounts non-interest expense. 

Quad Score: Can be A, B, C, or D. Based on the overall household profit amount and 
the profitability of each account. 

A = Household is profitable and all accounts in the Household are profitable. 

B= Household is profitable and at least one of the accounts in the Household is 
unprofitable. 

C= Household is unprofitable and at least one of the accounts in the Household 
is profitable. 

D= Household is unprofitable and all accounts in the household are 
unprofitable. 
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Account#: The account number as it is being imported into ExecuTrax. 

Product: Product the account is assigned to. 

Acct Type: Description of the Account Type Code that is being imported. 

Balance: Current Balance 

Name1: Primary account holder. 

Rate: Interest rate on the account. 

Margin: Annualized Margin amount. Dollar value. For Deposit Accounts this is 
calculated by taking the Asset Rate minus the Interest Rate of the account, divided 
by 200 (100 for percentage rate, 2 for 50% margin retention). 

• Percentage number equals Margin Percent. It is the Margin amount divided by 
the balance of the account multiplied by 100. 

Profit: Margin Amount + Non-Interest Income - Non-Interest Expense = Profit 
• Percentage number equals Profit Amount divided by the balance of the account 

multiplied by 100. 

Service/UDF/Profitability Fields: listing of all fields that contribute to profitability 
including service fees, non-interest income fields, non-interest expense fields, 
transaction count fields, and the amount assigned to each transaction. 
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Household Link Detail 

So, you do not have to manually keep up with all the Links that have occurred for all 
households, you can pull a Household Link Detail report. It is a listing report of all 
the Households that make up a Link and the specifics on Deposits, Loans and Profit 
information for the Link. 
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Household Link Detail Report Description 

 

The section in gray is a summary of all households in the Link. 

HH#: Household number that is part of this link. 

Name1, Address, City, State, Zip: - Household Name1, Household Address, 
Household City, Household State, Household zip. 

Deposits#: Total number of Deposit accounts for the Link. 

Deposit $: Sum of the Deposit accounts for the Link. 

Loans#: Total number of Loan accounts for the Link. 

Loan$: Sum of the Loan dollars for the Link. 

Services#: Total number of Services for the Link. 

Services$: Sum of all service dollars for the Link. 

Profit: Profit Amount for the Link. Sum of the profit amount for each household 
added up for the Link. 

Margin: Margin Amount for the Link. Sum of the margin amount for each household 
in the Link. 

Profit Amount Percentile: Profit Amount Percentile of each household. Numbers 
range from 0-99. This is not applicable for the Link only for each household within 
the Link. 

Non-Int Income: Total Non-Interest Income of the Link. Sum of each Households 
Non-Interest Income. 

Non-Int Exp: Total Non-Interest Expense of the Link. Sum of each Households Non-
Interest Expense. 

Quad Score: Quadrant Score for each household that makes up the link. Not 
available for the link. 

Number of Households: How many Households form the Link 
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Account Detail Listing 

The Account Detail Listing report will provide a listing of accounts that includes the 
account number, customer number, type of account, product type, balance, interest 
rate, last transaction date (if applicable), date the account was opened and when it 
matures (if applicable). The account officer and branch are listed as well as name, 
address, telephone, age, and social security number. This report can be sorted by 
name only, branch or officer. 

We recommend you segment the data by the following fields: 

• Account or Product Type 

• Maturity Dates on Loans or CD Accounts 

• Account Open Date 

• Any User Defined Field  

This report is very helpful when a list of customers is needed. It can be used by a 
branch for micro-marketing or as a follow-up of any type (i.e., a list of people having 
a high number of NSFs per month which require further evaluation). The ability to 
sort this report by just name, branch and name, or officer and name provides the 
flexibility to run the report in the appropriate format. 

This report is a good reference when you need a list of customers or accounts 
within a filter group. Accounts within a household are separated by a bold 
horizontal line which allows easy determination of all the accounts which meet your 
criteria, and which are located in the same household. This report can be used to 
create a cleanup list for those accounts with questionable data issues requiring 
additional research on the mainframe. Other uses may include a telemarketing list 
for follow up to customers who were part of a direct mail campaign, for deposit/ 
loan officers to follow up on soon-to-mature certificates and loans or a listing by 
branch of most/least profitable customers. 
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Account Detail Listing Report Description  

Account Number: The account number imported for the account. 

Account Type: The description of the account. 

Product: The product that the account type belongs to. 

Name: The primary name on the account. 

Address: The address on the primary account. 

City, State, ZIP: The city, state, and ZIP code for the account. 

Phone: The phone number for the specific account. 

SSN#: The social security number for the account holder. 

Customer Number: The assigned customer number determined by your host 
system. 

Branch: The branch assigned to the account which is determined by your host 
system. 

Officer: The officer assigned to the account which is determined by your host 
system. 

Age: The age of the primary accountholder. 

Opened: The date the account was opened. 

Maturity: The date the account matures, if applicable. 

Last Transaction Date: The date the account last had activity. 

Balance: The balance of the account (original, current, or average) selected when 
creating the report. 

Int. Rate: The interest rate for the specified account. 

Biz/Rtl: This field will tell you if it is a business or retail account. 
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DISTRIBUTION REPORTS 
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Account Distribution 

The Account Distribution Report enables you to sort account level data by any field 
in ExecuTrax. It further tabulates the number and balance of accounts and 
profitability information for each segment. 

We recommend segmenting your data by the following fields: 
• Maturity Dates for Certificates of Deposits and Loans 
• Account or Product Type 
• Interest Rates by Loans/Deposits 
• Branch or Officer 
• Balance of a Specified Account Type 
• Last Transaction Date 
• Account Open Date 
• Any User Defined Field 
The Account Distribution Report is a very important tool in helping to understand 
and analyze your product profitability. An example would be to create a distribution 
report by product category or account type. The report will identify the major 
aspects of profitability including net annual margin and non-interest income and 
annual non-interest expense figures. 

This report is also great for investigative work. If you are unsure what values are 
contained within a particular field such as a user defined field, simply create a 
distribution report by that field. It will show all of the values it contains. Based on 
the displayed data, you can conduct further research if needed. This style of report 
can also be useful when validating filter conditions to make certain you are getting 
the data you searched for. 
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Account Distribution Report Description  

Number of Accounts: The total number of accounts classified by the distribution 
segment. 

% of All: The percentage of accounts displayed on the report which fall into that 
segment.  

Balance of Accounts: The total balance for all accounts within the segment. The type 
of balance displayed (i.e., current, original, or average) is selected when creating the 
report. 

% of All: The percentage of all account balances displayed on the report, by 
segment. 

Wtd Avg. Rate: Total interest paid or earned for each account summed up for that 
category divided by the total balance of those accounts. 

Annual Net Margin $Amount: The total dollars earned from the balances and rates 
of the accounts within the distribution segment. The calculations for margin amount 
are: 

Loan: Balance * (Loan Rate - Cost of Funds) = X/50% 

Deposit: Balance * (Asset Rate - Deposit Rate) = X/50% 

NOTE: If you use your own transfer pricing and have changed your margin 
allocation, these calculations would not apply. 

Annual Net Margin %: The account margin amount divided by the account balance. 
This provides a spread for the accounts. 

Annual Non-Interest Income: The total dollars earned other than margin for the 
distribution segment’s accounts. This amount could be an imported field (i.e., 
service charges paid YTD), a value from the modified peer data or a value based on 
your own proprietary data. 

Annual Non-Interest Expense: The total cost of those accounts other than interest 
expense, including all costs to open and maintain the accounts for one year. This 
amount could be an imported field or a value from the modified peer data or a 
value based on your own proprietary data. 

Annual Net Profit $ Amount: The account margin amount + non-interest income - 
non-interest expense = account net profit amount. The total profit dollars earned 
annually from the accounts in each distribution segment. 

Annual Net Profit %: The annual net profit earned divided by the total balances of 
the accounts which yields the amount of profit earned from the balances. It can be 
considered an ROA. 

Annual Net Profit $ Avg.: The annual net profit earned divided by the total number 
of accounts. This provides an average amount of profit earned from each account. 
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Account Distribution Summary 

The Account Distribution Summary report enables you to sort account level data by 
any field in ExecuTrax. It further tabulates the number and balance broken down by 
deposits and loans for each distribution segment. 

This is a good report to use when you are segmenting data by: 

• Maturity Dates for CDs and Loans 

• Branch or Officer 

• Balance of Specified Account Type 

• Any User Defined Field 

• Last Transaction Date 

• Account Open Date 

The Account Distribution Summary Report is also a great tool for investigative work. 
If you are unsure what values are contained within a particular field, such as user 
defined field, simply create a distribution report by that field, and it will show all of 
the values it contains. Based on the data displayed, you can conduct further 
research. 
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Account Distribution Summary Report Description  

Number of Deposits: The total number of deposit accounts classified by the 
distribution segment. 

% of All: The percentage of deposit accounts displayed on the report which fall into 
that segment. 

Balance of Deposits: The total account balance for all deposits accounts within the 
segment. Current balance is used for this calculation. 

% of All: The percentage of deposit balances displayed on the report, by segment. 

Average Deposit Balance: The total deposit balance for that segment divided by the 
number of deposit accounts. 

Number of Loans: The total number of loan accounts classified by the distribution 
segment. 

% of All: The percentage of loans displayed on the report which fall into that 
segment. 

Balance of Loans: The total account balance for all loans within the segment. 
Current balance is used for this calculation. 

% of All: The percentage of all loan balances displayed on the report, by segment. 

Average Loan Balance: The total loan balance for that segment divided by the 
number of loan accounts. 
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Cumulative Distribution 

The Cumulative Distribution Report assigns account and household level data by 
any account level specified field. Therefore, with this one report you can determine 
the number of accounts, account balances, and number of households for each 
distribution segment. It displays the number of accounts and balance of accounts 
similar to the Account Distribution Report. The net profit of the accounts for the 
distribution segments is also displayed as well as the profit of the households that 
have an account in that segment. 

Additionally, the Cumulative Distribution Report gives the percentages for columns 
and the accumulation of the percentages for the number of accounts and account 
balances. The cumulative percent is an addition to the individual percentages of the 
column segments. It will continue to add each segment’s percentage until it arrives 
at the last distribution field which will be a cumulative percent of 100. 

When setting the parameters for a distribution report you can specify the lower and 
upper limits for the segments and select what increment you would like to use. 

Additionally, you can create your own ranges to save and use whenever you need 
them. This report will also display the data for the accounts or households under 
the starting value and over the ending value. 

This is a good report to use when you are segmenting data by: 

• Account Profit Amounts 

• Account or Product Type 

• Business or Retail Flag 

• Age 

• Branch or Officer 

• Balance of a Specified Account Type 

• Open or Last Transaction Date 

The Cumulative Distribution Report will often answer customer information 
questions without having to run a filter or series of other reports.  

For example, if you wanted to compare your Free Checking Account with your Club 
Checking, you could start this report by segmenting by account type. It will show the 
number and balance of each type of account as well as how many households 
belong to each segment. The net profit for the account and for households having 
that account is also shown. 
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Cumulative Distribution Report Description  

Number of Accounts: The total number of accounts which fall into the distribution 
segment. 

% of All: The percentage of all accounts displayed on the report which fall into the 
distribution segment. 

Cum.% of All: The addition (or accumulation) of the percentages for each 
distribution segment from the first to the last. 

Balance of Accounts: The total account balance for all accounts within the segment. 
The type of balance displayed (i.e., average, current, or original) is selected when 
creating the report. 

% of All: The percentage of all account balances displayed on the report which fall 
into that segment. 

Cum.% of All: The addition of all percentages for each distribution segment from the 
first to the last. 

Number of Households: The total households which own the accounts within the 
segment. A household can have an account within more than one segment; 
therefore, the total is not an addition of all households within each segment. 

% of All: The percentage of the number of households displayed on the report 
which fall into that segment. 

Account Net Profit: The total profit margin plus non-interest income minus 
noninterest expense for all accounts within each segment. 

HH Net Profit: The total profit amount for the households that have an account 
within the segment. The total is not an addition of all household net profit displayed, 
due to possible double counting. 
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Household Distribution 

The Household Distribution Report assigns households to the appropriate range of 
values from the field you specify. It then gives by deposits and loans, the number of 
households, number of accounts, the balances of those accounts and the profit 
information for each distribution range. You also have the ability to distribute by 
quadrant scores. 

There are two types of distribution reports - the Household Distribution Report and 
the Account Distribution Report. The difference between the two is the Household 
Distribution Report is created form the household file and the Account Distribution 
Report is created from the account file. Any field that is assigned to the account level 
can be run using the Account Distribution Report. Any field that relates specifically to 
the household should be run using the Household Distribution Report.  

We recommend segmenting your data by the following fields: 

• Profit Amount Percentiles 

• Number of Unique Products 

• First Open Date 

• Household Branch 

• Deposit or Loan Balance Households 

The demographic data available in ExecuTrax can also be distributed by household. 
This information can provide assistance in analyzing the demographic attributes of 
your customer base. It is important to remember when analyzing census tract data 
that the information is the median number for that entire census tract. It is also 
important to remember that since it is a median number, you will never have 
extreme highs or lows in your distribution ranges. This additional demographic data 
is a great tool to help you segment your households. 
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Household Distribution Report Description  

# of Households: The total number of households which fall into the distribution 
segment. 

% of All: The percentage of all households displayed on the report which fall into 
that segment. 

# Deposits: The total number of deposit accounts held by the households within the 
distribution segment. 

# Loans: The total number of loans accounts held by the households within the 
distribution segment. 

# of Services: The total number of services held by the households within the 
distribution segment. 

% of All: The percentage of all deposits and loan accounts for the household within 
that segment out of all households that are displayed on the report. 

$ Deposits: The total account balance of all deposits held by the households within 
the distribution segment. 

$ Loans: The total account balance of all loans held by the households within the 
distribution segment. 

% of All: The percentage of all deposit and loan account balances for the 
households within the distribution segment out of all households that are displayed 
on the report. 

Net Funds: The dollar amount is the dollar difference between the deposits and the 
loans. If the loan balance is higher, the households within the segment are net users 
of funds. If the deposit balance is higher, they are net suppliers of funds. 

Wtd Rates: Sum of the total rates divided by the sum of the total # of accounts for 
both loans and deposits held by the households within the segment. 

Net Profit Amount: The sum of the margin plus non-interest income minus 
noninterest expense equals account net profit totaled for all accounts within each 
household. The annual net profit percent is the annual net profit earned divided by 
the total balances of the households. This displays the amount of profit earned 
divided by the total balances of the households. 

Net Profit Percent: The net profit amount divided by the sum of the deposit and 
loan accounts times 100. 

$ Profit per Household: The net profit amount divided by the number of 
households. 
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Account Tracking 

The Account Tracking Report enables you to sort region, branch, or officer by the 
product categories in ExecuTrax. It further tabulates the number and balances of 
each. This one report provides a snapshot of how well your regions, branches, or 
officers are selling each of the product lines within the overall portfolio. It also 
demonstrates how the total amount of each product category contributes by 
comparing the totals to the institution totals. 

This is a good report to use when you are segmenting data by: 
• New Accounts 

• Last Transaction Date 

• Maturing Accounts 

The Account Tracking Report is very important in aiding your understanding of how 
each region, branch, or officer is performing across all product lines. Incentive goals 
may be set based upon existing or new products for incentives. This report was 
created to assist in the tracking of individual productivity and is essential in the 
management of any type of incentive plan. You can also “exclude” no activity for all 
the officers, branches, and regions to cut down on the size of the report. 
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Account Tracking Report Description 

# Accts: The total number of accounts within that product category for that region, 
branch, or officer. The totals for the report’s entire data set are displayed to the far 
right of the report. 

%: The percentage of total products displayed for that region, branch, or officer. 

$ Accts: The total balance of accounts within that product category for that region, 
branch, or officer. The totals for the report’s entire data set are displayed to the far 
right of the report. 

% of All: The percentage of total product balances displayed for that region, branch, 
or officer. 

Total: The sum of all columns. 
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Household Tracking 

The Household Tracking Report provides in-depth information concerning number/ 
balance of accounts and cross-sell changes by region, branch, or manager. The 
percentage of totals is also displayed for each branch (region or manager). This 
allows you to compare each of these segments to one another and identify 
strengths and areas for opportunities. You can also “exclude” no activity for all the 
officers, branches, and regions to cut down on the size of the report. 

Overall, the report displays changes in the number of households, their deposit and 
loan relationships, and the services they have. The report also focuses heavily on 
the cross sales of these households. This is displayed by the total number of 
accounts per household, the number of services per household and the unique 
products. Refer to the data segment chart below for a thorough explanation of each 
of these fields. 

You can analyze this report on your entire database or for any specific segment you 
choose. Some good examples of segments used with this report are: 

• Single Product Households 

• Top Loan or Deposit Households 

• Households with a Specific Product 

• New Households 

• Geographic Region 

Information gathered from this report can guide you to see the challenges facing 
your customer base and help understand the strengths and weaknesses of your 
regions, branches, or manager. The overall net changes that occur by region, 
branch, and manager should be part of the performance evaluation for each. The 
changes are reflected on this report and can be used as a guide for better 
management of the customer relationship. This is an excellent report to use on an 
ongoing basis to evaluate incentive goals. 
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Household Tracking Report Description 

# of Households: The total number of households assigned to that specific region, 
branch, or manager for that specified time period. 

$ Household Profit: The sum of margin plus non-interest income minus noninterest 
expense equals account net profit totaled for all accounts within each household. 

Avg. $ Household Profit: The total $profit divided by the total number of 
households. 

# of Total Accounts: The total number of deposit and loan accounts held by these 
households. 

Avg # of Accounts per HH: The total number of deposit and loan accounts divided by 
the total number of households. 

$ of Total Accounts: The total balance of deposit and loan accounts held by these 
households. 

Avg $ Accounts per HH: The total number of deposit and loan balances divided by 
the total number of households. 

# of Deposits: The total number of deposit accounts held by households. 

Avg # Deposits per HH: The total number of deposit accounts held by households 
divided by the total number of households. 

$ of Deposits: The total balance of deposit accounts held by these households. Avg $ 
Deposits per HH: The total balance of deposit accounts divided by the total number 
of households. 

# of Loans: The total number of loan accounts held by these households. 

Avg # of Loans per HH: The total number of loan accounts held by households 
divided by the total number of households. 

$ of Loans: The total balance of loan accounts held by these households. 

Avg $ Loans per HH: The total balance of loan accounts divided by the total number 
of households. 

# Services: The total number of services held by households. Note: Services are 
defined by your institution’s configuration (i.e., ATM, Debit Card, etc.). Avg #  

Services per HH: The total number of services held by households divided by the 
total number of households. Note: Services are defined by your institution’s 
configuration (i.e., ATM, Debit Card, etc.). 

$ Services: The total balance of services held by households. Note: Services are 
defined by your institution’s configuration. Those which can hold a balance are 
credit cards, investments, and trust accounts. 

Avg $ Services per HH: The total balance of services held by households divided by 
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the total number of households. Note: Services defined by your institution’s 
configuration. Those which can hold a balance are credit cards, investments, and 
trust accounts. 

Total # of Accounts & Services: The total number of deposit and loan accounts plus 
the total number of services. 

Avg # of Accounts & Services per HH: The total number of deposit and loan accounts 
plus the total number of services divided by the number of households. 

Total $ of Accounts & Services: The total balance of deposit and loan accounts plus 
the total balances of services. 

Avg $ of Accounts & Services per HH: The total balance of deposit and loan accounts 
plus the total balance of services divided by the number of households. 

Avg # of Unique Products per HH: The total number of different products held by 
the households divided by the number of households. For example, a household 
with only 2 checking accounts has only 1 unique product. 

Avg # of Unique Prod’s & Serv’s per HH: The total number of different products and 
services held by the households with this product divided by the number of 
households. 
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Date Distribution 

The Date Distribution report can be run on either Maturity Date or Open Date. It 
allows you to view all products or account types that have opened during a three-
month period or that are maturing in a three-month period. You will be able to 
select your own three-month range and review the number and dollars of 
new/maturing accounts for that time segment. You can filter for Branch, Officer, 
Region, Product, Account Type Code, and/or Interest Rates. The Date Distribution is 
a quick report to use to analyze performance by different segments. This report is 
very useful for any manager interested in analyzing productivity or potential 
opportunities and risks. 

Date Report Description 

NOTE: The distribution segment can be sorted by product or type code. The three-
time segments available are created by the user. 

#: The number of accounts opened or maturing in the specified time periods and 
met the filter condition (if you are using one). 

%: The number of accounts opened or maturing in this time segment divided by the 
total number of accounts opened or maturing in this time period. 

$: The balance associated with the accounts. 
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Totals Column: 

#: The sum of all accounts over the selected time period. 

%: The number of accounts divided by the total number of accounts for this 
segment. 

$: The sum of all dollars of all accounts over the selected time periods. 
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CrossTab Reports 

CrossTab reports give you the flexibility of customizing any report you wish. It is an 
expansion of a distribution report where you are only allowed to distribute by one 
field. In a CrossTab report, you can distribute by two fields. You determine the 
Column Field as well as the Row Field. You can select the Account CrossTab Report 
in which you choose Account Level information, or you can select the Household 
CrossTab Report in which you choose Household Level/Member Level information. 

Depending on what you distribute, these reports can become very lengthy since 
they span over multiple pages across as well as multiple pages down. Based on the 
“type” and “field” option you select, you have the same capabilities with the fields as 
in a distribution report. You can choose Starting, Ending and Increment values plus 
create Range Sets to help narrow down the size of the report. 

Preferences = minimum count for the report. 
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Account CrossTab 

 
Account CrossTab Report Description 

Regardless of the distribution segments you choose, you will always see the 
following: 

# of Accounts: # of accounts for the segment. 

$ of Accounts: Sum of the balances of the accounts. 

$ Profit Amount: Sum of the profit on each account in this segment. 

% of Row: # of accounts for the segment divided by the # of total accounts for the 
row. 

% of Column: # of accounts for the segment divided by the # of total accounts for 
the column. 
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Household CrossTab 

 
Household CrossTab Report Description 

Regardless of the distribution segments you choose, you will always see the 
following: 

# of Households: Number of Households for this segment. 

Per Household: # of Loan + Deposit Accounts divided by # of Households. 

# of Deposits: # of deposit accounts in the households for this segment. 

$ of Deposits: Sum of deposit balances in the households for this segment. 

# of Loans: # of loan accounts in the households for this segment. 

$ of Loans: Sum of loan accounts in the households for this segment. 

# of Services: # of services in the household for this segment. 

$ of Services: Sum of balances for the services in the households for this segment. 

$ Profit: Sum of the household’s profit in this segment. 
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COMPARATIVE REPORTS 
 

 
Part of making decisions on your strategy, products, marketing efforts, and future 
growth of your organization depends on information reviewed over time. The 
Comparison Report section allows for an easy way to analyze opportunities, 
attrition, and overall performance trends. Each report is built by analyzing data 
based on two time periods. This is especially valuable at the end of each quarter and 
year end, but it is also a great tool to use for month-to-month reporting. 
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Comparative Analysis  

To run a Comparative Report, you will need to go to Discovery, Research, then select 
Compare File and choose the month in the drop-down menu you would like to 
compare to your current File Set. 

  
When printing these reports, you have the same options to Preview, Print, Print to 
File, Printer Setup, and Archive as with any other report in ExecuTrax. For more 
details on printer options, please see the Standard Printer Options section in the 
beginning of this chapter. 
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Like the Summary option for any File Set, the Summary option under the 
Comparative Analysis section gives you totals for the two File Sets you have 
specified. 

You can run comparative analysis with or without a filter condition. After selecting a 
compare file, click on Summary. 

 
Your totals will change depending on which option you selected for “Set Filter On.” 

Older File - Which households existed in your Older File Set that are still in your 
newer File Set? The comparison is made on the Household number. Therefore, if a 
household number existed in the Older File Set but is not in the Newer File Set, this 
household would not be counted. 

Newer File - Which households exist today and existed in your Older File Set? This is 
based on Household number. Therefore, if the household number exists in your 
Newer File and not in your Older file, this household would not be counted. 

Both Files - How do they compare? A total count of information for each File Set. 
There is no relationship between the two databases at this point. 

Number of Qualified Accounts and Balance of Qualified Accounts will only show if 
you have an account level filter condition set. 
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Mark Records - This allows for further analysis of qualifying households to identify 
those who: 

1. Left Filter Group - No longer part of the filter group. 

2. Left Filter Group and Institution - No longer part of your institution. 

3. New to Filter Group - Are new to the filter group. 

4. New to Filter Group and Institution - Are new to your institution and the filter 
group. 

The marking process will utilize the above numbers to code the appropriate File Set. 

To filter for this information, go to Household Basics/Comparison Change Type. 
You can use the Pick List feature to select your option. 

 
You can also run Household Distribution Reports in either File Set on the 
Comparison Change Type for a listing of the different options found in that File Set. 
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Account Change Summary 

Before creating any comparison report, you must select the two File Sets or time 
periods of data you want to compare. The Account Change Summary By Type Code 
presents data for changes between those time periods. The report compares the 
changes for your accounts for all households and displays the changes. It looks to 
match up the account number and type code from the older File Set to see if they 
still exist or not. This does not necessarily mean the account was closed; the account 
type code could have been changed. 
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Account Change Summary Report Description  

Account Type- Description: The account type code as it is defined in ExecuTrax and 
the description. 

Number of Accounts: Displays the two File Sets chosen for comparison along with 
the number and percentage of accounts that changed. These are segmented by 
account type and matched based on account number and type code. 

Balance of Accounts: Displays the two File Sets chosen for comparison along with 
the $ Change and % Change. 
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Closed Account Type Summary 

Before creating any comparison report, you must select the two File Sets or time 
periods of data you want to compare. The Closed Account Type Summary 
Comparison Report presents data for the changes between just those two time 
periods. The report compares closed accounts for all households and displays the 
changes. This report can be run on Account Number only or on Account Number 
and Type combination. Using the Account Change Summary and the Closed Account 
Type Summary will allow you to determine how many accounts were truly closed 
over a specified time period. 
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Closed Account Type Summary Report Description 

Account Type - Description: The account type code as it is defined in ExecuTrax and 
the description. 

Number Closed: Displays the number of account types that do not exist between 
the two files sets chosen for comparison. If you run this report by account number 
and type, the combination does not exist anymore. Otherwise, the account number 
does not exist anymore. 

% of Closed Acct Types: Number of closed accounts divided by the total number of 
closed accounts. 

Total Number: Displays the total number of this account type in ExecuTrax for the 
oldest File Set. 

% of this Acct Type: Number of closed accounts divided by the total number of 
accounts for the type code for the oldest File Set. 

Balance Closed: Displays the dollar amount of account types closed between the 
File Sets chosen for comparison. 

% of Closed Acct Types: Balance of closed accounts by type divided by the total 
balances of closed accounts. 

Total Balance: Displays the total dollar balance of this account type in ExecuTrax.  

% of this Acct Type: The balance of closed accounts divided by the total balance of 
accounts in this type code for the oldest File Set. 
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Balance Change Summary 

Before creating any comparison report, you must select the two File Sets or time 
periods of data you want to compare. The Balance Change Summary Comparison 
Report presents data for the changes between just those two time periods. The 
report compares the balances for all households and displays the changes. 

The top half of the report shows increases in balance ranges and then displays 
totals for households that had a balance increase. The bottom half shows decreases 
for the same balance ranges and the totals for those households that had a 
decrease. The deposit and loan information is broken down by columns. This report 
also shows the increase and decrease in number and percent of households that 
did/ did not have a change. 

When running this report, we recommend segmenting your data by: 

• Top 10% Households 

• Household Branch 

• First Open Date 

• Last Opened Product 

• Product Types 
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Balance Change Summary Report Description  

Deposit Balance Changes: 

Households: The total number of households which had a deposit change in an 
increment reflected by the designated row. 

% Inc/Dec: The percentage of a row’s deposit increase or decrease based on the 

total deposit increase or decrease. 

% All: The percentage of a row’s deposit increase or decrease based on the total 
deposit increase or decrease of both loans and deposits. 

Loan Balance Changes: 

Households: The total households which had a loan change in an increment 
reflected by the designated row. 

% Inc/Dec: The percentage of a row’s loan increase or decrease based on the total 
loan increase or decrease. 

% All: The percentage of a row’s loan increase or decrease based on the total loan 
increase or decrease of both loans and deposits. 
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Balance Change Detail 

After analyzing the Balance Change Summary Comparison Report, you may want to 
look at the specific households that had a change in either deposit or loan balances 
within a certain range. The Balance Change Detail Comparison Report will provide 
that information. 

When selecting this report, ExecuTrax will prompt you to select which balance you 
would like to compare. The choices are Total Balances, Deposit Balances, or Loan 
Balances. ExecuTrax will ask you to enter the ranges for the balance change, either 
an increase or decrease. The report provides a detailed listing of households that 
had the type of balance change based on the amount you specified. 

When running this report, we recommend segmenting your data by the following 
fields: 

• Profit Segments 

• Household Branch or Officer 

• Product Type 

• Household Open Date 

This report has many uses because it shows households having increases and 
decreases in balances. Most accounts will have some variance in balances, but any 
that are extreme, such as over $50,000, should trigger more detailed information.  

Telemarketing or a personal letter can be used to thank those households having an 
increase. Additionally, a phone call can generate a conversation regarding the best 
allocation of these funds. For those households having a decrease, you can discuss 
the reason for such a drastic change. 

This report lists the households that met the change criteria in the report setup. It 
provides the household’s name, address, and phone number as well as the first and 
the last dates the accounts were opened and the new and old balances for the type 
of balance specified. 
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Balance Change Detail Report Description  

Household Name, Address & Phone: The name, address and phone information for 
the household designated by the head of household account. 

First Open Date: The earliest open date the household has based on their existing 
set of accounts. 

Last Open Date: The product that was opened last based on the household’s 
existing set of accounts. 

New Balances: The total balance of all accounts for the household from the 
comparative File Sets selected. The type of balance (average, current, or original) is 
selected during the account type setup. 

Old Balances: The total balance of all accounts for the household from the 
comparative file sets selected. The type of balance (average, current, or original) is 
selected during the account setup. 

Product Listing: A listing of each type of product showing the old and new balance 
for that product. The new balance is for the current selected File Set and the old 
balance is from the comparative File Set. 
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Product Change Summary 

This report shows the net change for all product categories. You will have some 
accounts that close which can be found on the Closed Product Summary Report. 
You will also have some new accounts that are opened. You can determine this by 
running a distribution by product from a filter of new accounts opened in the 
specific time period. The Product Change Summary Report will show you the net 
change (i.e., accounts opened less accounts closed). 

The report has a row for each product. The columns display the net number change 
and the net balance change for each of the product categories. Data for both time 
periods, which were selected when creating the report, are listed and include the 
number and percentage change. The balance of both time periods is listed as wells 
as the number and percentage change. 

We recommend segmenting your data by the following fields: 

• Profit Segments 

• Household Branch or Officer 

This report is essential in analyzing trends between time periods. Using this report, 
you can compare month to month, quarter to quarter, and year to year changes in 
your product categories. You can also use this report to determine if there was any 
cannibalization between products. Sometimes if there is a significant rate change or 
if a new product is being promoted, accounts will move into the new or promoted 
product. This mobility can be determined between the specified time periods by 
comparing the two products and the net change in numbers and balances of 
accounts. 

For each of the product categories and totals within ExecuTrax, you can derive the 
following information: total number of accounts per product category for each time 
period, the net change of accounts for a particular product or for all products, the 
percent change between time periods for a particular product, total product balance 
for each time period and the amount and percent of the balance changes. 
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Product Change Summary Report Description 

Number of Accounts: 

Earliest File Set: The total number of accounts within the product category 
designated by the row within the specified File Set. 

Most Recent File Set: The total number of accounts within the product category 
designated by the row within the specified File Set. 

# Change: The difference between the number of accounts for the current File Set 
and the comparative File Set. 

% Chg: The number change of accounts divided by the number of accounts from the 
comparative File Set. 

New Households: The number of households in the most recent File Set minus the 
number of households in the earliest File Set. 

Balance of Accounts: 

Most Recent File Set: The total balance of accounts within the product category 
designated by the row within the specified set. 

Earliest File Set: The total balance of accounts within the product category 
designated by the row within the specified File Set. 

$ Change: The difference between the balance of accounts for the current and 
comparative File Set. 

% Chg: The change of account balance divided by the balance of accounts from the 
most recent File Set. 

Lost Households: The number of household numbers in the most recent File Set not 
detected in the earliest File Set. 
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Closed Product Summary 

This report displays the product categories as the rows, and the number and 
balance of the closed products from the designated time periods as the columns. 
The total number of current products and the balance of those products are also 
displayed. 

You can run this report on your entire database or choose to segment by the 
following fields: 

• Profit Segments 

• Branch 

• Household Open Date 

• ZIP Codes 

This report is essential when analyzing attrition of your products between time 
periods. In fact, this report should be generated on a consistent basis in a group of 
standard reports that are distributed to all management personnel within your 
institution. Understanding the impact of closed products can begin with this 
program. 

For long term planning and analysis, you can take portions of this report and plug it 
into a graph. This same report, generated for the differences between each month 
for a year’s time, can yield the typical loss per product category for any given month. 
You can also determine the peak months for closing a particular product. 
Comparing this data to a distribution report by product type from the filter of those 
accounts opened within a month will give you a retention analysis. 

This report is looking for a match between the account number and account type 
code. If ExecuTrax does not find a match, the account is considered a closed 
account and will be listed on this report. 
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Closed Product Summary Report Description  

Number Closed: The total number of accounts that closed within the product 
category, designated by the rows, between the File Sets specified. 

% of Closed Products: The total number of accounts closed within the product 
categories divided by the total number of all closed products.  

Total Number: The total number of products within the current File Set. 

% of This Product: The total number of closed products divided by the total number 
of existing products. 

Balance Closed: The total balance of accounts within the product category that 
closed, designated by the rows, between File Sets specified. 

% of Closed Products: The total balance of accounts that closed within the product 
categories divided by the total balance of all closed products. 

Total Balance: The total balance of products within the current File Set. 

% of This Product: The total number of closed products divided by the total number 
of existing products.  
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Closed Product Detail 

This report provides detailed information regarding those households that closed a 
product between the specified time periods. It includes both households that still 
have a product remaining with your institution and those households that have 
closed their entire relationship and have no other products or services. 

You can run this report on your entire database or choose to segment by the 
following fields: 

• Profit Segment 

• Product Type 

• Branch 

• Household Open Date 
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Many institutions implement a type of calling program for customers who have 
closed their accounts. This report is ideal for that purpose. You can distribute this 
report to branch managers or officers to implement a call back program or prepare 
a short questionnaire for mailing to determine the causes for the account’s closure. 
You can sort this report by Just Name, Branch and Name, or Officer and Name. By 
implementing such a program, customers may be willing to rethink their decision to 
close an account(s) or, at least, be more likely to leave the remaining relationship(s) 
with your institution. 
 
Closed Product Detail Report Description  

Name 1, Name 2: The primary and secondary names of the closed account. 

Address, City, State, ZIP, ZIP4: The address, city, state, ZIP and ZIP4 on the closed 
account. 

Branch, Officer, Phone, Closed Account Number: The branch, officer, phone 
number, and account number on the closed account.  

Household: 

First Opened Date: The earliest account open date the household has on any of 
their existing accounts. 

First Opened Product Date: The earliest account opened of all household’s existing 
accounts. 

Last Opened: The last account open date from the household’s existing accounts. 

Last Opened Product: The last product opened from the household’s existing 
accounts. 

Closed Account: 

Product Type: The type of product that closed. 

Balance: The balance of the closed product. 

Open, Date, Maturity Date: The open date and maturity date of the closed product. 

Accounts Left: 

# of Deposits: The number of deposit accounts remaining in the household. 

$ of Deposits: The balance of deposit accounts remaining in the household. 

# of Loans: The number of loan accounts remaining in the household. 

$ of Loans: The balance of loan accounts remaining in the household. 
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Closed Household Summary 

The Closed Household Summary Report allows a breakdown by Region, Branch or 
Household Manager and determines the number of lost relationships for each. It 
then provides the number of households, the number and balance of deposits and 
loans and services as well as the total profit lost for each distribution range. 

This is a simple report which provides a snapshot of the impact of lost relationships 
between the comparison time periods. The compared file sets used for the report 
comparison are displayed at the bottom of the report. 

You can run this report on your entire database or choose to segment by the 
following fields: 

• New Relationships 

• Top 1 and 10% 

• Balance of a Specified Account Type 

• Geographical Region 

• Last Transaction Date 

It is a good idea to examine this report on a regular basis to determine which 
Region, Branch or Household Manager is experiencing high attrition in their 
portfolio. Incentive plans and company-wide goals may be placed on the number 
and value of relationships lost from each respective area. This report will provide 
the tools you need to track the results of implementing such a plan. 
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Closed Household Summary Report Description  

# of Households: The total number of lost households which fall into the segment. 

# of Deposits: The total number of lost deposit accounts held by the lost households 
w within the segment. 

$ of Deposits: The total lost account balances of all deposits held by the lost 
households within the segment. 

# of Loans: The total number of lost loan accounts held by the lost households 
within the segment. 

$ of Loans: The total lost account balances of all loans held by the lost households 
within the segment. 

# of Services: The total number of lost services held by the lost households within 
the segment. Services are defined by your institution’s configuration (i.e., ATM, Debit 
Card, Safe Deposit Box, etc.). 

$ of Services: The total account balance of all services held by the lost households. 
Services are defined by your institution’s configuration (i.e., Trust, Insurance, etc.). 

$ of Profit: The sum of margin plus non-interest income minus non-interest expense 
equals net profit totaled for all the lost households. This is the total impact on profit 
from the loss of the household relationship. If it is a positive number, that is a profit 
loss. If it is a negative number, it is a profit gain. 
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Closed Household Detail 

The Closed Household Detail report provides information about households who 
have severed their relationship between the time periods specified when creating 
the report. The report provides critical information about these lost relationships 
such as the tenure of the relationship, the last time they opened an account, their 
region, branch, and manager as well as the number and balance of deposits, loans 
and services which were closed. 

During the creation of this report, you are given the option of sorting by Region, 
Branch or Officer so that a listing may be distributed by each. You can use the 
report to display all lost households from that specific segment. 

You can run this report on your entire database or choose to segment by the 
following fields: 

• Profit 
• Top Depositors 
• Single Product Households 
• Geographic Region 
• Households with a Specific Product 
• Census Tract or Household Demographics 

Sorting by Region, Branch, Manager, or All can give you the flexibility to distribute to 
each for the purpose of a calling program or conducting a closed account survey. 
This type of information can assist in the institution’s strategies of analyzing 
strengths and weaknesses as well as grasp a better understanding of the customer’s 
perception of the organization. 
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Closed Household Detail Report Description  

HH #: The unique number ExecuTrax assigns to each household. 

HH ID: The name ExecuTrax assigns to each household. For retail households, it is 
the last name; for business households, it is the first 15 characters. 

Phone #, Primary Name, Address, City, St., ZIP: The phone number, primary name, 
address, city, state, and ZIP for the household are each taken from the head of 
household account. Managing and tracking changes which occur over time is crucial 
to effective analysis. 

Profit Amt $: The sum of margin plus non-interest income minus non-interest 
expense equals account net profit totaled for all the accounts within each 
household. This is the total profit dollars gained or lost from the loss of the 
household relationship. 

Profit Amt %: The annual net profit earned divided by the total balances of the 
accounts. Yielding the amount of profit earned from the balances. Can be 
considered an ROA. 

First Open Date: The earliest open date the household has for any of the accounts. 

First Open Product: The actual product that was first opened by the household. 

Last Open Date: The last date the household opened an account. 

Last Open Product: The product that was opened last of the household’s accounts. 
Region, Branch, Manager: The Region, Branch, and Manager description for the 
head of household account. 

# of Deposits: The total number of deposit accounts the household has. 

# of Loans: The total number of loan accounts the household has. 

# of Services: The total number of services the household has. This could be 
anything from ATM Card to Safe Deposit Box, depending on your institution’s 
configuration. 

$ of Deposits: The total deposit balance for the household. 

$ of Loans: The total loan balance for the household. 

$ of Services: The total service balance for the household. This value would be for 
investments, etc., depending on your institution’s configuration. 
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Household Change Summary 

The Household Change Summary Report provides in-depth information concerning 
number, balance, and cross sell changes that have occurred on up to four time 
periods. Monitoring these changes can be based upon the Region, Branch, Manager 
or All within your customer database. The selected time periods used for 
comparison are noted at the top of the report and are specified upon creation of 
the report. Overall, the report displays changes in the number of households, their 
deposit and loan relationships, and the services they have. The report also focuses 
heavily on the cross sales of these households. 

You can run this report on your entire database or choose to segment by the 
following fields: 

• Profit Segments 

• Top Depositors 

• Households with a Specific Product 

• New Households 

• Geographic Region 

Managing and tracking changes which occur over time is crucial to effective 
organizational strategy. This data can help you better understand the strengths and 
weaknesses of your regions, branches, or managers. 

The overall net changes that occur by Region, Branch or Manager should be part of 
the performance evaluation for each. The changes are reflected on this report and 
can be used as a guide to a better management of the customer database and how 
well the relationship is being managed and upsold into new products and services. 
Change amounts and percentages represent declines in sales which should be 
evaluated in closer detail and focused on for retention efforts. Consider running this 
report on up to four time periods. 
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Household Change Summary Report Description  

# of Households: The total number of households assigned to that specific Region, 
Branch or Manager for the specified time period. 

$ Household Profit: The sum of margin plus non-interest income minus noninterest 
expense equals account net profit totaled for all accounts within each household. 

Avg $ Household Profit: The total $Profit divided by total number of households. 

# of Total Accounts: The total number of deposit and loan accounts held by these 
households. 

Avg # of Accounts per HH: The total number of deposit and loan accounts divided by 
the total number of households. 

$ of Total Accounts: Sum of all accounts for the File Set. 

Avg $ Accounts per HH: $ of Total Accounts divided by the number of households for 
the File Set. 

# of Deposits: The total number of deposit accounts held by households. 

Avg # Deposits per HH: The total number of deposit accounts held by households 
divided by the total number of households. 

$ of Deposits: The total balance of the deposit accounts held by these households. 

Avg $ Deposit per HH: The total balance of deposit accounts divided by the total 
number of households. 

# of Loans: The total number of loan accounts held by these households. 

Avg # of Loans per HH: The total number of loans held by households divided by the 
total number of HHs. 

$ of Loans: The total balance of loan accounts held by these households. 

Avg $ Loans per HH: The total balance of loan accounts divided by the total number 
of households. 

# of Services: The total number of services held by households. Note: Services are 
defined by your institution’s configuration (i.e., ATM, Debit Card, etc.). 

Avg # of Services per HH: The total number of services held by households divided 
by the total number of households. Note: Services are defined by your institution’s 
configuration (i.e., ATM, Debit Card, etc.). 

$ of Services: The total balance of services held by households. Services are defined 
by your institution’s configuration. Those which can hold a balance are investments, 
and trust accounts. 

Avg $ Services per HH: The total balance of services held by households divided by 
the total number of households. Note: Services are defined by your institution’s 
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configuration. Those which can hold a balance are credit cards, investments, and 
trust accounts. 

Total # of Accounts & Services: The total number of deposit and loan accounts plus 
the total number of services. 

Avg # Accounts & Services per HH: The total number of deposits and loan accounts 
plus the total number of services divided by the number of households. 

Total $ Accounts & Services: The total balance of deposit and loan accounts plus the 
total balance of services. 

Avg $ Accounts & Services per HH: The total balance of deposit and loan accounts 
plus the total balance of services divided by the number of households. 

Avg # Unique Products per HH: The total number of different products held by the 
households divided by the number of households. For example, a household with 
only 2 checking accounts has only 1 unique product. 

Avg # Unique Prod’s & Serv’s per HH: The total number of different products and 
services held by the households with this product. 
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Household Number Change Summary 

Before creating any comparison report, you must select the two File Sets or time 
periods of data you want to compare. The Household Number Change Summary 
Report displays the Household Numbers that have changed from one File Set to the 
next. Reasons for the households to be re-householded are: 

• A difference in the account number and account type combination 

• A difference in household name 

• A different address from the last import 

• A change in customer number 

You can review the information on this report for any superhouseholding 
possibilities. This report is mainly used to view the changes that go on in your 
system. It will allow you to validate the information to your core system to ensure 
proper data. 

If you have run CASS certification prior to running this report, you may not detect 
any change differences. 
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Household Number Change Report Description 

File Set: This field displays the two time segments selected. 
Account Number: This is the account number as it is displayed in ExecuTrax for 
those time segments. 

HH #: The household number of those accounts for those time segments. 

HH Name: The name ExecuTrax assigns to each household. For retail households, it 
is the last name; for business households, it is the first 15 characters. 

Customer #: The customer number of the head of household account. 

SSN #: The social security number of the head of household account. 

Name: The first and last name of the head of household account. 

Type: The account type code of the account as it is displayed in ExecuTrax. 

Current: The current balance of the account. 

Address: The address of the head of household account. 

City/St/ZIP/ZIP4: The city, state, and ZIP code of the head of household account. 
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Profit Percentile Change Summary 

The Profit Percentile Change Summary Comparative Report displays the change in 
various profit areas from one File Set to another. You will be able to compare File 
Sets to determine the change in profit percentile scores for your households. This 
report also shows each households’ profit amount, number/balance of loans and 
deposits for each time period. The user adjusts the percent change to monitor. 

This report is useful in analyzing your customers/members profitability. It will allow 
you to review the number/dollars of all deposits and loans. In addition, you can use 
this report to further study profit movement on specific profit segments. Keep in 
mind, you will always have a top 10% or bottom 10% but are these segments 
relatively more profitable over time? 
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Profit Percentile Change Summary Report Description  

In the first five columns, you have the Household information including Household 

#, HH Name, Phone, Name, Address, City, State, ZIP, Region, Branch, and Manager. 

File Set: This field displays the two chosen File Sets as well as the difference 
between the two File Sets. 

Profit Percentile: The Household Profit Percentile for the two time segments and 
the net difference between the two segments. 

Profit Amt: The household $Profit Amt for the two time segments and the net 
$difference between the two segments. 

Profit %: The household total profit amount divided by the household total balances 
of accounts. 

Deposit #: The total number of deposit accounts in the different time segments and 
the net difference. 

Deposit Bal: The total dollar balance of deposit accounts for time segments and net 
dollar difference. 

Loan #: The total number of deposit accounts in the different time segments and 
the net difference. 

Loan Bal: The total dollar balance of loan accounts for time segments and the net 
dollar difference. 
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Household Total Account Summary 

The Household Total Account Summary Report displays the total number of 
accounts in the household sorted from 1 to 10. There are separate groupings for 
households with 11 to 20 accounts, households greater than 20 accounts, and 
service only households. The File Set is compared to another time period to show 
the amount changed. With this report, you can sort your output by number of 
accounts or by number of unique products which will make sorting through the data 
a much easier process. 

This report will aid in household segments to penetrate cross sales opportunities. 
Using this report, you can also quickly analyze the 11-20, >20, as well as service only 
households for any householding issues. 

 
Household Total Account Summary Report Description  

Total # of Accounts: This displays the segment by number of accounts or number of 
unique products. 

Time Segment: The number of households in this segment. 

%: The number of this segment divided by the total for this time period. 

Amount Changed: The net change between two time segments. 

Percent Changed: The amount changed divided by the number of accounts in the 
most current File Set for each segment. 
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